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General Introduction 
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1. Introduction 

The Target Of Rapamycin Complex (TORC) is a serine/threonine kinase containing complex which 

controls growth and metabolism of cells [1, 2]. The complex is evolutionary conserved from yeast to 

mammals and is present as two structurally and functionally distinct multi-protein complexes: TORC1 

and TORC2 (table I).  Both TOR complex are formed by the serine/threonine kinase TOR and MLST8 

and in addition contain complex-specific components (table I). [3-10]. The mTOR pathway has been 

found to be dysregulated in many diseases such as diabetes, obesity, depression and certain cancers 

[11]. Recently, mTOR signaling has also been linked to Alzhei e ’s Disease AD  pathology. 

Postmortem studies of human AD brain have revealed mTOR signaling hyperactivity and dysregulation 

in PTEN, AKT, S6K and mTOR [12-14].  

The mTOR complexes play integral roles in the coordination of metabolism, protein synthesis, cell 

growth and proliferation [15-19]. In addition, the complexes also get activated in response to many 

factors, including insulin, growth factors (IGF-1 and IGF-2), amino acids [20], cellular oxygen, nutrients, 

and changing energy levels [21]. TORC1 is the master regulator of cell growth [16] , while TORC2 plays 

evolutionarily conserved roles in controlling F-actin organization during various processes, including 

cell survival and chemotaxis [22]. However, in contrast to TORC1, little is understood as to how TORC2 

is regulated in any system. Important questions which remain to be answered are: how is TORC2 

regulated? ; how do the regulator(s) of TORC2 affect its activity and, thus, its functions? In this study, 

we have addressed these questions by using the model organism Dictyostelium discoideum. 
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Table I. Conserved core components and interactors of TORC1 and TORC2 in D. discoideum and mammals [23]. Table 

comparing the components, upstream regulators and downstream targets of TORC1 and TORC2. Names with the same 

color represent conserved homologues across species. 

 

 

2. TORC2 in Dictyostelium 

Dictyostelium discoideum is a free living soil amoeba belonging to the phylum Mycetozoa. During the 

vegetative phase, when food is present in abundance, Dictyostelium locates its food (bacteria in soil) by 
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chemotaxing towards folic acid secreted by bacteria. During scarcity of food, Dictyostelium cells 

undergo a highly regulated developmental process (figure 1) in which the cells aggregate by 

chemotaxing towards pulsatile emission of extracellular cAMP from a signalling center; the cells move 

up the cAMP gradient and also relay the cAMP signal. This aggregation leads to the formation of 

hemispherical mounds which undergo further morphogenesis to form multicellular structures called 

fruiting bodies, consisting of a droplet of viable spores supported by a cellular stalk [24]. These spores 

can survive harsh conditions and undergo germination when the conditions become favourable for 

growth [25-27]. Because of the high conservation of most important signal transduction pathways 

between mammals and Dictyostelium discoideum, its easy genetic tractability and inexpensive and 

easier techniques to grow, Dictyostelium is used as a model organism in many studies [28-31]. 

Dictyostelium contains functional TORC1 and TORC2 complexes (table 1). Dictyostelium TORC1 consists 

of Tor (mTor in mammals), Raptor and Lst8 (mLst8 in mammals). Functionally; TORC1 plays a role in 

regulating protein synthesis, ribosome biogenesis, transcription and autophagy [31-33]. Dictyostelium 

TORC2 consists of Tor, Pia (Rictor in mammals), Lst8, and Rip3 (mSin1), which all have a slightly 

different function as deduced from gene inactivation studies. Tor kinase, also a component of the 

TORC1 complex, is an essential gene with PKBA and PKBR1 as its major phosphorylation substrates 

[34]. PiaA encodes a 130-kD cytosolic protein which is required for chemoattractant receptor and G 

protein-mediated activation of adenylyl cyclase (ACA) [35]. RIP3 (Ras-interacting protein) is required 

for both chemotaxis and synthesis and relay of cAMP signal [36]. Lst8 has a function in regulating 

adenylate cyclase and protein kinase B (PKB) activation during aggregation [34]. Thus, whereas TORC1 

is mainly involved in growth, TORC2 appears to be involved in cAMP relay, chemotaxis and 

development, which are the central focus area of research of our laboratory. Below we will discuss 

these functions of Dictyostelium TORC2 in more detail. 
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Figure 1. Dictyostelium life cycle (modified from [37]). Temporal map of the Dictyostelium life cycle. Under conditions of 

abundant food supply, Dictyostelium exists as a single-celled free living amoeba thriving on soil bacteria. However, under 

conditions of starvation, Dictyostelium enters the developmental process (A-J in the figure) by chemotaxing towards cAMP 

aggregation centres to form multicellular structures which eventually transform into spores bearing fruiting bodies. The 

various developmental stages of 24 hour long life cycle of D. discoideum are: A. Vegetative amoebae B. Aggregation 

territory C. Loose aggregate with stream D. Mound. E. Tipped mound. F. Standing slug G. Migratory slug. H. Early culminant. 

I. Mid culminant. J. Fruiting body with spores. 
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2.1 Function of TORC2 during Dictyostelium development 

Sensing and production of the second messenger cAMP is crucial for development [35, 38, 39]. 

Extracellular cAMP acts as ligand for the cell surface cAMP-receptor (cAR1), which activates, among 

many other proteins, adenylyl cyclase A (ACA), that leads to production of intracellular cAMP which is 

secreted into the medium to activate receptors of neighboring cells. This extracellular secreted cAMP is 

responsible for producing the cAMP pulses that mediate aggregation and signal relay. Intracellular 

cAMP also leads to activation of PKA (cAMP dependent protein kinase) which in turn controls the 

transition from growing cells to early development and also triggers the terminal differentiation of 

stalk and spore cells [40]. Therefore, ACA activation is required for the signal relay responses between 

cells to efficiently undergo aggregation (figure 2).   

The important role of TORC2 in the regulation of ACA activation and development was deduced from 

the properties of mutant cells in which the activation of TORC2 or its downstream kinases, PKBA and 

PKBR1, was impaired.  Meili et al. showed that pkba- pkbr1- cells have severely impaired ACA 

activation, suggesting PKB/PKBR1 phosphorylation is required for activation of adenylyl cyclase (ACA) 

[41] . pkba- cells exhibit aggregation‐stage defects which include aberrant chemotaxis, a failure to 

polarize properly in a chemoattractant gradient and impaired aggregation at low densities [42]. The 

development of pkbr1- cells arrests at the mound stage due to defects in morphogenesis.  
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Figure 2. Role of TORC2 during Dictyostelium development and chemotaxis (modified from [34]).  TOR Complex 2, 

activated by RasC downstream from the Sca1 complex, controls cell motility and signal relay during chemotaxis in 

Dictyostelium. A TORC2- and PKB/PKBR1-dependent negative feedback loop regulates the Sca1 complex and RasC activation 

as indicated by the red arrow. During Dictyostelium chemotaxis, binding of cAMP to cAMP receptor cAR1 activates the 

hete ot i e i  G p otei  o tai i g Gα . A ti ated Gα  leads to a ti atio  of PI K i  a Ras mediated way. Activation of 

PI3K leads to the production of PI(3,4,5)P3 and the translocation of PH domain-containing proteins. These include PKBA, 

PhdA and CRAC. PKBR1 is constitutively localized to the plasma membrane. PKBA and PKBR1 are activated via PDK1 and 

TORC2, respectively. Upon activation, PKBA and PKBR1 act on their downstream targets namely: PakA, RasGef, PI5K, 

RhoGAP and TalB.  

The phenotype of pkbr1- is partly complemented by overexpression of PKBA, suggesting a functional 

overlap between PKBR1 and PKBA. A pkba-/pkbr1- double knockout mutant has severe growth defects 

and show stronger chemotaxis and cell-polarity defects than the single pkba- mutant [41]. 

Furthermore, ACA activation is prolonged in pten- cells or in cells expressing constitutive active RasC 
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(Gln62Leu) [43]. In contrast, overexpression of RasCGln62Leu does not increase ACA activation in pia- 

cells. Furthermore, a mixed cell lysates of pia- and crac- cells has normal ACA activation, whereas in 

pia-/crac- double null cells only wild-type lysates restore ACA activation [35]. Together these 

observations establish that PKB and PKBR1 phosphorylation mediate ACA activation, which 

independently also requires CRAC. 

            2.2 Function of TORC2 during Dictyostelium chemotaxis 

Chemotaxis is defined as directed movement towards a chemical compound. In nature, many cells 

exhibit chemotaxis for diverse processes [26], such as, axon guidance, wound healing, site directed 

lymphocyte migration during an immune response, organization of embryo into various germ layers, 

nutrient searching by prokaryotes and multicellular structures formation by protozoa during stress 

conditions [44-47]. Besides these physiological roles, chemotaxis also plays an important role in many 

pathological conditions including cancer metastasis due to chemotaxis by tumor cells, asthma and 

arthritis [48-51]. In Dictyostelium, chemotaxis is regulated by a network of interconnected pathways 

[52]. In the first step of chemotaxis, binding of chemoattractant to the chemoattractant-specific 

e epto  a ti ates hete ot i e i  G p otei s Gα’s a d Gβγ  hi h su se ue tly a ti ate onomeric G 

proteins (Ras), ultimately leading to F-actin formation at the front of the cell and myosin formation at 

the back of the cell.  Four Ras-mediated chemotaxis pathways have been described namely: sGC 

(soluble Guanylyl Cyclase), PLA2 (Phospholipase A2), PI3K (Phosphoinositide 3-kinase) and TORC2 

(Target Of Rapamycin Complex 2) [53].  Cells lacking a single component of the TORC2 complex, that is 

lst8-, pia- and rip3- (tor knock out is lethal), have both reduced PKBA and PKBR1 activity, which 

subsequently results in decreased F-actin polymerization, decreased myosin II assembly and impaired 

chemotaxis [34]. The exact mechanism by which these two PKBs regulates cytoskeletal rearrangements 

is unknown, however both PKBs are known to phosphorylate substrates that have been implicated in 
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regulation of actin polymerization: Talin B (TalB), RasGEFs (GefS and GefN), p21 activated kinase 

(PakA), RhoGAP (GacG and GacQ), and PI5K [43, 53] (figure2).  

 

             2.3   Small G-protein signaling and the regulation of TORC2 complex  

Activation of TORC2 occurs downstream of Ras, which are small G proteins that shuttle between a GTP-

bound (active) form and GDP-bound (inactive) form. Small G proteins have a very high nucleotide 

affinity (nM - pM range), GEFs (Guanine nucleotide Exchange Factors) reduce this affinity by many 

orders and thereby facilitate nucleotide release and binding of GTP, which is present in about 30-fold 

excess over GDP in the cytosol of the cell [54]. Ras has a very low intrinsic GTPase activity and 

therefore needs GAPs (GTPase-Activating Proteins) to catalyse hydrolyses of Ras.GTP [55]. In 

Dictyostelium discoideum, activation of Ras is one of the first responses downstream of the receptor 

and is essential for multiple signalling processes including multicellular development, cell polarity, 

chemotaxis, cytokinesis and macropinocytosis [56, 57]. Ras superfamily in Dictyostelium consists of 15 

proteins: 11 Ras, 3 Rap and 1 Rheb [52]. The most important Ras proteins in cAMP chemotaxis are RasC 

and RasG [52], since rasC-null/rasG-null double knock out mutant fails to undergo aggregation under 

all conditions, do not have cAMP relay and do not show any chemotaxis at all towards cAMP [58]. 

Studies have shown that TORC2 is activated downstream of Ras. Charest et al. (2010) identified a novel 

RasGEF-containing complex, Sca1/RasGEF/PP2A, (figure2) that is recruited to the plasma membrane 

and is enriched at the leading edge of chemotaxing cells where it regulates F-actin dynamics and signal 

relay by controlling the activation of RasC and the downstream TORC2-PKBA pathway [59]. 

Furthermore, Cai et al. have shown that RasC is required for TORC2-mediated activation of the PKB 

pathway since expression of hyper-activated RasC (RasC
Q62L

) dramatically prolonged the 

phosphorylation kinetics of the PKBR1 and multiple PKB substrates. In addition, they have shown that 

RasC
Q62L

 expression prolonged actin polymerization and impaired chemotaxis in wild-type cells. These 
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effects were suppressed in cells lacking Pianissimo (pia-), which is an essential component of TORC2. In 

addition, their study revealed that RasC and TORC2 physically interact in a regulated fashion since 

TORC  spe ifi ally o-immunoprecipitated with activated RasC but not inactive RasC. It was assumed 

that RasC interacts with the Ras-binding domain of Rip3 [43] since human Sin1, a component of 

mammalian TORC2 and the orthologue of Dictyostelium RIP3, binds to activated H-Ras and K-Ras [60, 

61]. However the RBD of RIP3 binds to the active form of the Ras protein RasG, and not RasC, in vitro
22

, 

while in vivo, RasC, and not RasG, promotes TORC2 activation
5,23

.  Unexpectedly, detailed experiments 

presented in chapter3 reveal that RasC interacts with Tor, while RapA binds to RIP3.  

 

            Aim of this thesis  

The aim of this thesis was to study the regulation and function of TORC2 in more detail. This thesis is 

divided into 3 parts all of which are dealing with various aspects of TORC2 in Dictyostelium. In the first 

part, consisting of chapters 2a and 2b, we have studied the role of TORC2 in Dictyostelium chemotaxis 

and development. We have used various mutants to confirm that TORC2 plays an important role in 

amplification of weak cAMP signal. Furthermore, we have shown that TORC2 mediates chemotaxis and 

development via PKBA and PKBR1.  The second part, consisting of chapters 3 and its appendix, deals 

with regulation of TORC2 complex. We have shown that heterotrimeric G proteins, Ras and Rap 

proteins directly bind to different components of TORC2 and in turn regulate its kinase activity. The last 

part consists of chapter 4 in which we have characterized the role of GbpD/Rap1 in cell polarity and 

chemotaxis in more detail. We have reported and characterized two novel Rap1 specific GEFs namely, 

GefQ and GefL, which activate Rap1 in a cell during vegetative and starvation phase respectively. Our 

study has shown that GefL is involved in Rap1 activation in response to cAMP. Furthermore, it has also 

been shown that GefL is important for cAMP chemotaxis and localized Rap1 activation in starving cells. 

In addition, we have proposed that a positive feedback loop of GbpD/Rap/PI3K/PIP3/GbpD is 
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responsible for the very strong phenotype of GbpD
O.E

 cells in cell polarity, chemotaxis and cell 

adhesion. Since PI3K and TORC2 pathways are cross-regulated (as we have shown in chapter 2b), the 

GbpD/Rap1 study suggests a role of TORC2 in cell polarity and pseudopod formation. 
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Dictyostelium chemotaxis: essential Ras activation
and accessory signalling pathways for amplification
Arjan Kortholt, Rama Kataria, Ineke Keizer-Gunnink, Wouter N. Van Egmond, Ankita Khanna
& Peter J.M. Van Haastert+

Department of Cell Biochemistry, University of Groningen, Groningen, The Netherlands

Central to chemotaxis is the molecular mechanism by which
cells exhibit directed movement in shallow gradients of a
chemoattractant. We used Dictyostelium mutants to investigate
the minimal requirements for chemotaxis, and identified a basal
signalling module providing activation of Ras at the leading
edge, which is sufficient for chemotaxis. The signalling enzymes
PI3K, TorC2, PLA2 and sGC are not required for Ras activation
and chemotaxis to folate or to steep gradients of cAMP, but they
provide a memory of direction and improved orientation of the
cell, which together increase the sensitivity about 150-fold for
chemotaxis in shallow cAMP gradients.
Keywords: chemotaxis; shallow gradients; Ras; amplification;
synergy
EMBO reports (2011) 12, 1273–1279. doi:10.1038/embor.2011.210

INTRODUCTION
An important aspect of cell motility is the ability of cells to
respond to directional cues and display oriented migration (Van
Haastert & Devreotes, 2004). Gradients of diffusive chemicals give
rise to chemotaxis (Hoeller & Kay, 2007; Swaney et al, 2010).
Chemotaxis has a pivotal role in finding nutrients in prokaryotes,
forming multicellular structures in protozoa, tracking bacterial
infections in neutrophils and organizing the embryonic cells in
metazoa (Van Haastert & Devreotes, 2004). Sensitive cells, such
as Dictyostelium or neutrophils, can detect very shallow spatial
gradients of about 1% concentration difference across the cell
(Mato et al, 1975).

The signal transduction cascade for chemotaxis consists of
surface receptors, heterotrimeric and small G proteins, as well as
several signalling enzymes, leading to the local activation of the
cytoskeleton, predominantly F actin at the front and myosin
filaments in the rear of the cell. In Dictyostelium, a shallow
gradient of cyclic AMP induces the activation of cAMP receptors

and their associated G proteins Ga2bg, in a manner that is
approximately proportional to the steepness of the gradient (Xiao
et al, 1997; Jin et al, 2000). In contrast, activation of Ras is much
stronger in the front than in the rear of chemotaxing cells (Zhang
et al, 2008). Four signalling enzymes, PI3K, TorC2, PLA2 and sGC,
have been implicated in chemotaxis (Chen et al, 2007; Kamimura
et al, 2008; Veltman et al, 2008; Liao et al, 2010). Activation of
PI3K, TorC2 and sGC occurs downstream of Ras, and simulta-
neous disruption of both rasC and rasG results in the total loss
of cAMP-mediated signalling (Bolourani et al, 2006; Kortholt &
van Haastert, 2008).

A central question in chemotaxis is how these pathways allow
efficient navigation of cells in very shallow gradients. Here we
obtained quantitative data on Ras activation and chemotaxis in
cAMP and folic acid gradients and report on the minimal
requirements for chemotaxis of Dictyostelium cells.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Ras activation is independent of the signalling pathways
Four signalling pathways, PI3K, TorC2, PLA2 and sGC, contribute
to chemotaxis (Chen et al, 2007; van Haastert et al, 2007;
Kamimura et al, 2008; Veltman et al, 2008). PI3K-mediated
phosphorylation of Akt/PKB is completely inhibited by 20 mM
LY, whereas TorC2-stimulated phosphorylation of PKBR1 is not
inhibited by 20mM LY but is strongly inhibited by 90mM LY
(Kamimura et al, 2008; Liao et al, 2010). Here we used sgc/pla2-
null cells with 90 mM LY, by which all four pathways are inhibited.
Similar results were obtained for two different cell lines in which
all four signalling pathways are inhibited: sgc/pla2/pkbR1-
nullþ 90mM LY and gc-nullþ 90 mM LYþ 2 mM BPB (inhibition
of PLA2). To investigate the function of the signalling enzymes in
directional movement, we obtained quantitative data on Ras
activation and formation of F actin in the cortex, which can be
detected as the translocation of Ras-binding domain (RBD)-Raf–
GFP (green fluorescent protein) and LimEDcoil–GFP, respectively.

Mutant cells with a deletion of the single Dictyostelium gb
gene do not show any chemotaxis, actin polymerization or Ras
activation (data not shown (Wu et al, 1995; Sasaki et al, 2004)).
Cells lacking either RasC or RasG exhibit good chemotaxis,
whereas cells lacking both RasC and RasG move in random
directions at all cAMP gradients tested (supplementary Fig S1A
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online (Bolourani et al, 2006)). Furthermore, rasC/G-null cells do
not exhibit RBD-Raf–GFP translocation to the membrane upon
cAMP stimulation and have a very poor cAMP-stimulated F-actin
response (supplementary Fig S1B online (Bolourani et al, 2006)).
These experiments confirm that Gbg and RasC/G are essential
for chemotaxis (Wu et al, 1995; Sasaki et al, 2004). In wild-type
cells, uniform cAMP induces a translocation of RBD-Raf–GFP
and LimEDcoil–GFP from the cytosol to the membrane (Fig 1;
supplementary Fig S2 online). Mutant sgc/pla2-null/LY cells
exhibit essentially the same response as wild-type cells (Fig 1;
supplementary Fig S2 online). Furthermore, even sgc/pla2-null/LY
cells incubated with 5 mM actin-polymerization inhibitor Latrun-
culin A show a Ras response that is indistinguishable from that of
wild-type cells (Fig 1A).

Upon application of a cAMP gradient to wild-type cells, initially
RBD-Raf–GFP transiently translocates uniformly to the cell
boundary, which is then followed by RBD-Raf–GFP localization
at the side of the cell facing the cAMP gradient (Fig 2A;
supplementary Movie 1 online). Wild-type cells in a cAMP
gradient are very polarized and exhibit strong localization of
RBD-Raf–GFP in a well-defined crescent with a length of
4.4±0.6mm and an intensity that is 230±50% above the intensity
of the cytoplasm (mean and s.d., n¼ 16 cells, Fig 2A). In a steep
cAMP gradient, mutant sgc/pla2-null/LY cells are less polarized
and have a broader leading edge (Fig 2B); however, they show the

accumulation of RBD-Raf–GFP and LimEDcoil–GFP at the side of
the cell facing the cAMP gradient, and cells exhibit significant
chemotaxis (Figs 1,2; supplementary Fig S2 and Movie 2 online).

Consistent with a broader leading edge, RBD-Raf–GFP is
enriched in a larger crescent with a length of 7.6±0.6 mm and
with a lower fluorescent intensity that is 130±30% above the
intensity of the cytoplasm. The amount of Ras activation, defined
as the product of crescent size and increase of intensity, is not
significantly different between wild-type (1,012±260 mm%) and
sgc/pla2-null/LY cells (988±240 mm%). Wild-type cells treated
with 5 mM Latrunculin A exhibit strong localized Ras activation in
a cAMP gradient (Fig 1A; supplementary Movie 3 online). The
length of the crescent is 7.5±1.3mm, with an intensity that is
155±30% above the intensity of the cytoplasm (product 1,160±

300mm%), similar to the crescent of sgc/pla2-null/LY cells.
Together, these results show that Ras is activated at the leading
edge through a pathway consisting of Gabg, which does not depend
on the four signalling pathways or a functional cytoskeleton.

Chemotaxis in shallow cAMP gradients
The input signal for chemotaxis is a spatial gradient of cAMP,
dC/dx (Mato et al, 1975). We measured Ras activation and
chemotaxis of wild-type and mutant cells exposed to cAMP
gradients with different steepness; see Postma and van Haastert
(2009) for the equations that define the spatial gradient
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at different distances from a pipette. Fig 2C presents the fraction
of cells that exhibit significant enrichment of RBD-Raf–GFP at
the leading edge (significant is defined as more than 30% above
the intensity of the cytoplasm). These translocation experiments
can only detect strong responses. Weak responses are undetect-
able, because boundary pixels are on average half filled
with cytoplasm; as a result, the association of small amounts of
RBD-Raf–GFP to the membrane does not result in a fluorescent

intensity of the boundary pixel that is more than the fluorescent
intensity in the adjacent cytosolic pixels (Bosgraaf et al, 2008).
Half-maximal strong activation of Ras occurs at about 2,000 pM
mm�1 in both wild-type and sgc/pla2-null/LY cells (Fig 2C). The
data suggest that activation of Ras is essentially the same in wild-
type and sgc/pla2-null/LY cells, except that in the mutant
activation occurs in a broader leading edge. These results reveal
that none of the four signalling enzymes (PI3K, TorC2, PLA2 and
sGC), or potentially other enzymes inhibited by the high
concentrations of LY294002, are involved in the transient
activation of Ras to uniform cAMP, or persistent activation of
Ras at the leading edge in a cAMP gradient.

Interestingly, chemotaxis of sgc/pla2-null/LY cells occurs in
gradients with the same steepness as strong activation of Ras,
whereas chemotaxis of wild-type cells is observed in spatial
gradients that are about 150-fold smaller. Together, these experi-
ments suggest that directional movement in the absence of the four
pathways occurs without amplification of the spatial information
that is carried by the localized Ras activation, whereas the four
pathways allow chemotaxis to cAMP in very shallow gradients.
During chemotaxis in natural cAMP waves, cells are exposed to
cAMP gradients up to about 3,000pM mm�1 (Tomchik & Devreotes,
1981; Postma & van Haastert, 2009). The results presented in
Table 1 reveal that many mutants will chemotax in such gradients,
despite their reduced sensitivity. This indicates that wild-type cells
have a large spare sensitivity to tolerate non-optimal conditions in
the soil; it also explains why many mutant cells show good cell
aggregation under laboratory conditions.

Synergy provides amplification of cAMP gradient sensing
We determined the steepness of the cAMP gradient that induces
half-maximal chemotaxis (dC/dx)50 in a large collection of
mutants (see supplementary Table S1 online). Wild-type cells
exhibit half-maximal chemotaxis in a cAMP gradient of magnitude
22 pM mm�1. Using three different cell lines in which all four
pathways are inhibited, we obtained (dC/dx)50¼ 3,588±356 pM
mm�1, which is about 150-fold larger than the (dC/dx)50 of wild-
type cells. To delineate the contribution of the pathways in
amplification, we determined for many mutants the steepness of
the gradient that induces half-maximal chemotaxis. In a mutant
with pathway X active, the value of (dC/dx)50 relative to 3,588 pM
mm�1 of the four-pathway null mutant indicates the increase of
sensitivity, or amplification, that is provided by pathway X.

When only one enzyme is active, chemotaxis occurs in slightly
shallower gradients compared with the four-pathway null cells
(Table 1). Expression of two pathways further increases sensitivity.
Some combinations of pathways (for example, PI3Kþ sGC)
exhibit a weak amplification, which in magnitude is similar
to the product of the amplifications induced by the individual
pathways, as would be expected for independent effects.
However, other combinations (for example, PI3Kþ TorC2,
sGCþ TorC2 and sGCþ PLA2) induce very good chemotaxis with
strong amplification, indicating synergy of signalling pathways.
The sGC enzyme has two functions in chemotaxis: one as a
protein that localizes at the leading edge (sGCp), and one as
enzyme producing cyclic GMP (cGMP; Veltman & van Haastert,
2006). By using two mutant proteins, namely sGCDCat,
which prevents cGMP synthesis, and sGCDN, by which the
protein becomes cytosolic but retains the ability to synthesize
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Fig 2 |Activation of Ras and chemotaxis in cAMP gradients.

(A,B) Images from a movie of wild-type and sgc/pla2-null/LY cells,

respectively. The asterisks indicate the position of the pipette; scale bar,

10 mm. The chemotaxis index and the fraction of cells with significant

enhanced RBD-Raf–GFP at the leading edge were determined (defined as

cells containing a fluorescence intensity of RBD-Raf–GFP at the leading

edge that was at least 30% above the fluorescence intensity in the

cytosol). (C) Strong Ras activation occurs only in steep gradients both

in wild-type and sgc/pla2-null/LY cells. Chemotaxis of sgc/pla2-null/LY

mutant cells occurs also only in these steep gradients, whereas wild-type

cells exhibit chemotaxis in about 150-fold more shallow gradients.

(D) A cluster analysis of amplification and synergy of signalling

pathways derived from Table 1. The data points indicate the means and

s.d. of amplification, and the numbers represent synergy (both obtained

from Table 1). The tree was built by cluster analysis of the five pathways

using the neighbour-joining method with synergy and amplification as

distance measures. cAMP, cyclic AMP; GFP, green fluorescent protein.
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cGMP (Veltman & van Haastert, 2006), it could be shown
that the cGMP function synergizes with PLA2, whereas
the localization function of sGCp protein synergizes with
TorC2 signalling (Table 1).

Cluster analysis was used to determine the interactions
between signalling pathways for optimal synergy and amplifica-
tion. The obtained tree presented in Fig 2D reveals two branches
of synergizing activities, a branch with PI3Kþ TorC2þ sGCp, and
a branch with cGMPþ PLA2, respectively. Interestingly, this tree
on chemotaxis has the same hierarchy as the tree that describes
how signalling enzymes modulate pseudopodia in gradients
of the chemoattractant (Bosgraaf & van Haastert, 2009;
P.J.M. van Haastert, unpublished observations on TorC2 mutants).
PI3K, sGCp and TorC2 are activated in the same region of the cell
as activated Ras; that is, at the side of the cell facing the gradient
(Funamoto et al, 2002; Veltman & van Haastert, 2006; Zhang

et al, 2008), where they increase the probability that a pseudopod
is formed. Thus, this synergizing cluster induces orientation
of the cell towards the gradient. The second cluster consists of
cytosolic cGMP and PLA2 (Chen et al, 2007), which are not
involved in orientation but induce splitting of the current
pseudopod (Bosgraaf & van Haastert, 2009). As a daughter-
splitting pseudopod is extended in a similar direction to that
of the parent pseudopod, the cGMP/PLA2 cluster functions as a
memory of current direction.

In summary, one individual pathway does not contribute
strongly to chemotaxis, but it can synergize with other pathways,
which together increases the sensitivity about 150-fold.

Folate chemotaxis is independent of the pathways
Folate activates many signalling pathways in a way that is
similar to activation by cAMP. Folate activates a folate receptor

Table 1 |Amplification of chemotaxis by synergy of signalling pathways

Active pathways (dC/dx)50 (pM lm�1) Amplification Synergy*

Mean±s.d. Nz Observedy Expected|| Mean±s.d.

No active pathway 3,588±356 7 (3), a 1.00 1.00±0.10

PI3K 2,414±89 3 (1), b 1.49

TorC2 1,246±218 6 (2), c 2.88

PLA2 1,772±375 3 (1), d 2.03

sGC¼ (sGCp+cGMP) 1,848±273 11 (4), e 1.94

sGCp 2,474±74 4 (1), f 1.45

cGMP 3,417±311 4 (1), g 1.05

PI3K+TorC2 283±60 6 (2), h 12.69 4.29 2.96±0.82**

PI3K+PLA2 1,082±225 3 (1), i 3.32 3.01 1.10±0.33 NS

PI3K+sGC 1,025±258 4 (2), j 3.50 2.89 1.21±0.36 NS

TorC2+PLA2 430±123 4 (1), k 8.34 5.83 1.43±0.57 NS

TorC2+sGC 220±20 14 (5), l 16.28 5.59 2.91±0.71**

TorC2+sGCp 322±12 4 (1), m 11.16 4.17 2.67±0.48**

TorC2+cGMP 1,472±69 4 (1), n 2.44 3.02 0.81±0.16 NS

PLA2+sGC 296±67 9 (4), o 12.11 3.93 3.08±1.06**

PLA2+sGCp 975±188 4 (1), p 3.68 2.94 1.25±0.36 NS

PLA2+cGMP 343±16 4 (1), q 10.47 2.13 4.92±1.16**

PI3K+TorC2+PLA2 183±27 4 (1), r 19.59 8.66 2.26±0.71**

PI3K+PLA2+sGC 185±14 4 (2), s 19.43 4.58 4.24±1.05**

PI3K+TorC2+cGC 171±9 6 (2), t 20.96 6.51 3.22±0.67**

TorC2+PLA2+cGC 86±12 9 (3), u 41.63 8.88 4.69±1.51**

PI3K+TorC2+PLA2+sGC 22±2 6 (1), v 162.69 13.19 12.33±3.85**

Chemotaxis was tested to cAMP gradients with different steepness (as shown in Fig 2C). The spatial gradient that induces half-maximal chemotaxis is defined as (dC/dx)50.
Experiments were performed with various mutants and inhibitors to obtain cells with the combination of pathways active (see supplementary Table S1 online for these
conditions). The s.d. for amplification and synergy were calculated using the mean and s.d. of the (dC/dx)50 data; s.d. for amplification are not shown.
*Synergy is the observed amplification divided by the expected amplification. The significance of synergy was tested relative to 1.00±0.10, the synergy for the condition ‘no
active pathway’; **Po0.001; NS, not significant at P40.05. zNumber of observations indicates total number of replicates with the number of strains in parenthesis. The letters
refer to the strains used as indicated in supplementary Table S1 online. yObserved amplification: (dC/dx)50¼ 3,588 of ‘no pathway’ divided by (dC/dx)50 of the specified
active pathway. ||Expected amplification is the product of observed amplifications of the individual pathways.
cAMP, cyclic AMP; PI3K, phosphoinositide kinase-3.
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(De Wit & Bulgakov, 1985), predominantly the G protein Ga4bg

(Hadwiger et al, 1994), Ras (Lim et al, 2005) and the signalling
enzymes PI3K, mTOR and guanylyl cyclase (Mato et al, 1977),
leading to the formation of F actin and myosin filaments in the
cortex (McRobbie & Newell, 1985). In a gradient of folate, Ras is
activated at the leading edge with similar kinetics to that observed
for cAMP (Fig 3A,B). The onset and magnitude of the response
upon uniform stimulation are similar in wild-type and mutant cells
lacking the four signalling enzymes, but recover faster in mutant
cells (Fig 3A,B). Compared with cAMP chemotaxis, the response
to folate requires steeper gradients, and the maximal chemotaxis
index is smaller (Fig 3C; about 0.9 for cAMP versus about 0.6 for
folate; the half-maximal response is about 0.3, and the gradient
that induces a half-maximal response is defined as (dC/dx)50). For
wild-type cells, we observed half-maximal chemotaxis to folate with
a gradient of (dC/dx)50¼ 2.8±1.4nM mm�1 (Fig 3D). Unexpectedly,
inhibition of all four signalling enzymes had no effect on folate
chemotaxis (Fig 3D). Mutant sgc/pla2/pkbR1-null cells in the
presence of 20mM LY or gc-null cells in the presence of BPB and
LY exhibit chemotaxis in folate gradients that is at least as great as
that of wild-type cells in the absence or presence of 20mM LY.
Although these pathways are activated well by uniform folate, and
probably at the leading edge in a folate gradient (Mato et al, 1977;
McRobbie & Newell, 1985; Lim et al, 2005; Liao et al, 2010),
apparently this activity does not support chemotaxis. Possibly, the
target enzymes are not activated strongly in vegetative cells.

Model for chemotaxis
Fig 4 combines previous and current experiments to yield a model
for chemotaxis. Our results show that activation of Ras by cAMP is
independent of the four signalling enzymes sGC, PLA2, PI3K and
TorC2 and actin formation. Furthermore, none of the pathways
are essential for chemotaxis to folate or to steep gradients of
cAMP. As chemotaxis is completely lost in cells lacking Gb (Wu
et al, 1995) or RasC/G (Bolourani et al, 2006), we suggest a basal
signalling module consisting of heterotrimeric and monomeric G
proteins. This basal module provides activation of Ras at the
leading edge, which is sufficient for chemotaxis. The next
challenge will be to identify further components of this basal
pathway and to determine the mechanism by which hetero-
trimeric G proteins induce Ras activation. As activation of Ras
results in rapid actin polymerization, the basal module most
probably will contain regulators of the cytoskeleton such as Rho
family GTPases, ARP 2/3, WASP WAVE/Scar and mDIA (Stradal
et al, 2004). The second module consists of the Ras-activated
enzymes that induce amplification of gradient sensing. Activation
of these enzymes at the leading edge has little effect on folate
chemotaxis and is also not strictly essential for cAMP chemotaxis,
but is very important to allow chemotaxis in shallow cAMP
gradients. Important, but only partly known, are the interaction
of these pathways with the cytoskeleton and the machinery of
pseudopod formation. Positive and negative feedback loops
between the different components in these two modules probably
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further enhance chemotaxis in shallow gradients. Therefore, this
model provides a conceptual framework that can be used to
identify critical components and missing links in chemotaxis,
which might be useful to fine-tune and deepen our understanding
of chemotaxis.

METHODS
Cell culture and preparation. The strains and conditions used
in the chemotaxis experiments are described in supplementary
Table S1 online (these strains have been described; see Veltman
et al, 2008). The sgc/pla2/pkbR1-null strain was obtained by the
inactivation of the pkbR1 gene in sgc/pla2-null cells.

Cells were transformed with the plasmid pDm115RafRBD
expressing RBD-Raf–GFP (amino acids 50–134 of RAF1) that
binds to the activated GTP-bound state of Ras proteins (Kortholt &
van Haastert, 2008), or plasmid LB15B expressing LimEDcoil–GFP
(amino acids 1–145 of LimE) that binds to F actin. Cells
were grown in HL5-C medium including glucose (ForMedium),
containing 50 mgml�1HygromycinB (Invitrogen) for selection.
Cells were collected and suspended in 10mMKH2PO4/Na2HPO4,
pH 6.5 (phosphate buffer (PB)).
Chemotaxis assays. Chemotaxis was measured with the small
population assay as described (Konijn, 1970), and with micro-
pipettes (supplementary Table S1 online). To obtain mutant cells
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little effect on folate chemotaxis. AA, arachidonic acid; cAMP, cyclic AMP; FA, folic acid; FAR, folic acid receptor; PI3K, phosphoinositide kinase-3;

PIP, phosphoinositides; PLA2, phospholipase A2; sGC, soluble guanylyl cyclase.
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that were in an optimal state for chemotaxis towards cAMP in the
micropipette assays, unlabelled wild-type cells were mixed with
equal amounts of green fluorescent protein (GFP)-tagged mutant
cells and starved as a confluent layer (about 106 cells per cm2) on
plastic support for 5–7 h until streams started to form. Cells were
collected in PB and incubated on a glass support at a lower density
of approximately 4� 104 cells per cm2. The distance between
adjacent cells is about 5 cell lengths, where cells do not form
streams, and chemotaxis can be measured in the absence of strong
interactions between mutant and wild-type cells. Chemotaxis was
observed using a confocal fluorescent microscope, detecting
wild-type and mutant cells in the phase-contrast and fluorescent
channels, respectively.

For chemotaxis to cAMP, we used pipettes with a tip opening
of 0.5 mm, containing 0.1mM cAMP and operated at 0 or 25 hPa.
For folate chemotaxis, the conditions were 1 mM or 1mM folate, a
pipette tip opening of 3 mm and a pressure of 1, 4 or 16 hPa. The
actual gradient was measured with the fluorescent dye alexa 594
that was added to the chemoattractant solution, and the local
concentration was recorded in the red channel of the confocal
microscope (Postma & van Haastert, 2009). Most chemotaxis data
were recorded at a distance x of 30–100 mm from the pipette. It
holds that the concentration is given by C(x)¼ xdC/dx (Postma &
van Haastert, 2009).

Confocal images were recorded using a Zeiss LSM 510 META-
NLO confocal laser scanning microscope equipped with a Zeiss
plan-apochromatic � 63 numerical aperture 1.4 objective. The
chemotaxis index and speed were determined as described
(Veltman & van Haastert, 2006). The fluorescent intensity of
RBD-Raf–GFP in the cytoplasm was determined in large area
selections of the cytoplasm using ImageJ. The crescent of RBD-
Raf–GFP at the leading edge is defined as the area with fluorescent
intensity that is at least 1.3-fold the fluorescent intensity of
the cytoplasm. The fluorescent intensity of RBD-Raf–GFP in the
crescent was determined with curved lines using ImageJ; the
length of the crescent is defined as the length of the curved line.
Supplementary information is available at EMBO reports online
(http://www.emboreports.org).
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Abstract 

TORC2, a multiprotein complex of Lst8, Pia, Rip3 and Tor, has been implicated in regulating 

chemotaxis, signal relay and actin cytoskeleton in Dictyostelium. Here, we have studied the 

role of TORC2 in Dictyostelium chemotaxis and development in more detail by using a mutant 

in which three signaling pathways are inactivated: sgc-/pla2-/pia- null cells, and a fourth 

pathway, PI3K, is inhibited with the drug LY. We report that the TORC2 pathway is crucial for 

cAMP relay and development since sgc-/pla2-/pia- cells fail to undergo development. When 

mutant cells are mixed with wild-type AX3,  sgc-/pla2-/pia- cells are eventually able to reach 

the developmental state of fruiting bodies with spore heads, indicating that mutant cells can 

respond to the signals provided by the wild-type cells in the mixture. Interestingly, in these 

mixed fruiting bodies, sgc-/pla2-/pia- cells  do not make viable spores, a phenotype not 

observed with mixtures of AX3 and sgc-/pla2- cells, indicating that Pia is essential for 

formation of viable spores.  In addition we showed here that a four pathway null cells 

generated by inhibiting TORC2 mediated PKBR phosphorylation in an sgc/pla2-null 

background are able to move towards steep gradients of cAMP, while sgc/pla2/pia-null cells 

incubated with  LY are unable to move at all. Together our data suggest that Pia may also 

have a signaling function independent of TORC2 and that the TORC2 thus has multiple 

outputs.  
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Introduction 

The chemoattractant cAMP induces the activation of heterotrimeric G-proteins G 

and monomeric G-proteins RasC and RasG, which are all essential for chemotaxis and 

development. In the previous chapter 2a we have shown that the subsequent activation of four 

accessory pathways, namely sGC, PLA2, TORC2 and PI3K, are not essential for chemotaxis in 

steep gradients. These accessory pathways, however, play a crucial role for chemotaxis in 

shallow gradients by amplifying the cAMP signal [1]. In this study we used sgc-/pla2- cells to 

inactivate sGC and PLA2, in combination with the compound LY294002, which reversibly 

inhibits PI3K at low concentrations (20 µM) and inhibits both PI3K and TORC2 at higher 

concentrations (90 µM). It is well established that low concentrations of LY294002 are 

specifically inhibiting PI3K activity,  however a recent report suggest that in frogs high 

concentrations (150 µM) LY294002 inhibits adenosine receptor by a mechanism independent of 

effects on PI-3 kinase [2]. Hence, it can be argued that higher concentrations of LY294002 may 

also have some off target effects in Dictyostelium which are yet unknown. Therefore in this 

study a cleaner genetic approach was used by making a triple knock out mutant sgc-/pla2-/pia-. 

Since Dictyostelium contains multiple pi3k genes, the PI3K pathway was inhibited by 20 µM 

LY294002 in the triple knock out sgc-/pla2-/pia- mutant to generate a 4 pathway null cell line. 

Here, we confirm and extend the previous observations on the function of the four signaling 

pathways during chemotaxis and development.  
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Results and Discussion  

Generation of sgc-/pla2-/pia- mutant cells 

The sgc-/pla2-/pia- mutant was generated by disrupting the pia gene in a sgc-/pla2- 

background (Fig 1a). The correct integration of the knock out construct in the pia gene was 

confirmed by multiple PCR reactions with different primer pairs (Fig 1b-e). Three independent 

sgc-/pla2-/pia- triple knock out were tested for growth (Fig 2).  Dictyostelium TORC1 plays a 

role in cell growth by regulating protein synthesis, ribosome biogenesis, transcription and 

autophagy whereas TORC2 has been implicated in regulating chemotaxis, signal relay and actin 

cytoskeleton [3]. Since pia is a part of only TORC2 and not TORC1 in Dictyostelium, we would 

expect that cells lacking TORC2 will not have defects in growth. Consistently, the doubling time 

of sgc-/pla2-/pia-  mutant  was found to be 7.2 ± 0.06 hours (for A3 and C12 clones) and 9.1 ± 

0.09 hours (for H9 clone), which is comparable to wild type AX3 (7.5 ± 0.45 hours) (Fig 2).  

These results thus confirm that that TORC2 complex is not important for growth of 

Dictyostelium [4]. The sgc-/pla2-/pia-, C12 clone was selected as the working clone and all the 

experiments from here onwards are only shown for this clone. 
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(b) 

 

(c)                                                                    (d) 

 

(e) 

Figure1. Generation of sgc-/pla2-/pia- mutant. (a) The pia gene was disrupted in a sgc-/pla2- strain by 

homologous recombination to obtain a triple null mutant sgc-/pla2-/pia-. (b) Positive gene disruption was 

confirmed by PCR using different primer sets. (c) & (d) Images of DNA gels of the PCR products with various primer 

pairs using genomic DNA of the knock out clone as a template. (e) Gel pictures showing PCR products using primers 
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outside the DNA insert. The results from these gel pictures lead to confirmation of correct knock out sgc-/pla2-

/pia- clone.  

  

 

Figure2. TORC2 is not important for growth in Dictyostelium. Semi-logarithmic graph (log scale on y-axis) showing 

growth kinetics of wild-type AX3 and three clones of sgc-/pla2-/pia- (A3, C12 and H9). The values are average and 

standard deviation of three independent experiments. 
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 PI3K and TORC2 pathways are cross-regulated 

The major output of the TORC2 complex is the phosphorylation of its substrates PKBA and 

PKBR1 [4], which in turn phosphorylate several downstream effectors to control chemotaxis 

and development in Dictyostelium [5]. PKBA is also activated by PIP3 that is produced by 

receptor-stimulated PI3K activity [6]. cAMP stimulation of wild-type cells induces the activation 

of both PKB (50 kDA) and PKBR1 (75 kDA) (figure 3a of chapter 3). As expected, we observed a 

strongly impaired PKBR1 response in sgc-/pla2-/pia- cells, while the PKB response is similar 

compared to wild-type (fig 3a). At the peak of the PKBR1 response in wild-type (t=60 sec) we 

still detect week but significant PKBR1 phosphorylation in sgc-/pla2-/pia- cells. This small 

amount of residual PKBR1 phosphorylation in sgc-/pla2-/pia-cells is completely inhibited upon 

addition of 20 µM LY (fig 3a right panels).  These results confirm previous observations 

Kamimura et al. which suggested that that PKBR1 phosphorylation is also partly mediated by 

PI3K-regulated PIP3 [5]. The PKB phosphorylation data also suggest that sgc-/pla2-/pia- cells are 

able to produce PIP3 in response to cAMP. To directly address this we transformed cells with 

the plasmid pDM115-PH-CRAC-GFP (marker for PIP3). Consistent with the phosphorylation 

data, the sgc-/pla2-/pia- mutant showed a similar PIP3 response upon cAMP stimulation as 

wild-type cells (fig 3b,c).  
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(c)                                        Figure 3. Cross regulation of PI3K and TORC2 pathways. (a) Blot showing 

phosphorylation assay results of sgc-/pla2-/pia- in the absence and presence of 20 µM LY. Cells were pulsed with 

cAMP during starvation (50 nM cAMP added every 6 minutes between 1 and 5.5 hours of starvation). 

Phosphorylation of PKBR1 (≈75kDa) and PKBA (≈50kDa) at various time points (in seconds) after stimulating the 

cells with 1 µM cAMP.  (b) Confocal images showing activated PIP3 (PH-CRAC is PIP3 marker) at the membrane 

upon uniform cAMP stimulation (scale bar 10 µm), (c) Graph showing PH-CRAC-GFP activation in response to 

uniform cAMP. 

 

Ras activation is upstream and independent of all four amplification pathways 

Both PI3K and TORC2 are regulated by Ras proteins [4, 5, 7, 8]. To study Ras activation, sgc-

/pla2-/pia- cells were transfected with pDM115-Raf-RBD-GFP which is a marker for activated 

Ras. For confocal LS Microscopy, these cells were mixed with wild type AX3 in a 50%-50% 

mixture and were starved for 6 hours before starting the experiment. The mixing with AX3 was 

done to ensure that sgc-/pla2-/pia- mutant develops cAMP receptors during starvation since it 

is unable to do cAMP relay by itself. The quantification of Ras activation upon uniform cAMP 

stimulation in sgc-/pla2-/pia- was measured as % depletion in cytosolic intensity of Raf-RBD-

GFP. The % depletion was found to be 30.9 ± 1.2 % in cells without LY and 30.1 ± 0.9 % in the 

cells with 20 µM LY (cells were incubated with LY for 20 min), which is comparable with the 

response of AX3 (29.7  ± 0.8 %)  (fig 4 a,b). Furthermore, the sgc-/pla2-/pia- mutant also 

showed normal actin polymerization upon uniform cAMP stimulation (fig 5a). These 

observations are consistent with the results published in chapter 2a showing that the Ras and F-
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actin response to uniform cAMP is upstream and independent of all four amplification 

pathways. 

Next, we also investigated and quantified Ras activation in a cAMP gradient, which was 

observed as a crescent of Raf-RBD-GFP at the front of the cell exposed to cAMP. The crescent of 

RBD-Raf–GFP is defined as the cell boundary with fluorescent intensity that is at least 1.3-fold 

the fluorescent intensity of the cytoplasm. The amount of Ras activation is defined as the 

product of crescent length and increase of fluorescence intensity at the cell boundary above the 

level in the cytoplasm. Starved wild-type cells moving in a cAMP gradient are very polarized and 

exhibit strong localization of RBD-Raf–GFP in a well-defined crescent with a length of 7.5 ± 0.6 

µm and an intensity that is 230 ± 50% above the intensity of the cytoplasm (fig 4c). sgc-/pla2-

/pia- cells in cAMP gradient are less polarized and have a broader leading edge (fig 4c). 

Consistent with a broader leading edge, RBD-Raf–GFP is enriched in a larger crescent with a 

length of 14.4 ± 2.8 µm and with a lower fluorescent intensity that is 125 ± 26% above the 

intensity of the cytoplasm. It appears that the amount of activated Ras (product of length and 

intensity of crescent) is not significantly different between wild-type (1,732 ± 397 µm%) and 

sgc-/pla2-/pia- cells (1798 ± 518 µm%). Since the amount of Ras in sgc-/pla2-/pia- cells in 

response to cAMP gradient is comparable with wild type AX3, hence, it confirms our previous 

observations that Ras activation in steep cAMP gradient is upstream and independent of all 

four amplification pathways (chapter 2a).  
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(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure4. Confocal images of sgc-/pla2-/pia- showing Ras activation upon uniform cAMP stimulation and in cAMP 

gradient. (a) Ras activation in sgc-/pla2-/pia- upon uniform 1µM cAMP stimulation in the absence or presence of 

20 µM LY. (b) Graphs showing response of activated Ras at the membrane upon uniform cAMP stimulation without 

LY and in the presence of 20 µM LY. 20 µM LY inhibits PI3K pathway and generates a four pathway null mutant. (c) 

Confocal images showing activated Ras at the front of the cells in cAMP gradient (1µM cAMP in pipet). The 

asterisks indicate the position of the pipette; scale bar, 5 µm. The amount of Ras activation (defined as the product 

of crescent size and increase of fluorescence intensity) in sgc-/pla2-/pia- cells in response to cAMP gradient is 

found to be comparable with wild type AX3 (see text). 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure5. Confocal images showing actin polymerization in sgc-/pla2-/pia- upon cAMP stimulation. (a) Confocal 

images showing activated actin polymerization (LimE is actin marker) at the membrane upon uniform cAMP 

stimulation (scale bar 10 µm), (b) Graph showing LimE-GFP activation in response to uniform cAMP.  
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sgc-/pla2-/pia- cells  have impaired chemotaxis 

In chapter 2a we have shown that the amplification pathways sGC, PLA2, TORC2 and PI3K are 

not necessary for chemotaxis in steep gradients of cAMP.  Consistently, sgc/pla2 cells in which 

the kinase activity of both PI3K and TOR has been inhibited with 90 LY are able to chemotax 

towards a pipet filled with 1µM cAMP (seen as 0.01µM cAMP by cells) (table 1). Similar results 

were obtained for a different cell strain, sgc-/pla2-/pkbr- + 20 µM LY, in which all four pathways 

have been inhibited (table 1). Unexpectedly, addition of LY to sgc-/pla2-/pia- paralyzed the cells 

and the speed dropped to nearly zero (0.022 ± 0.003 µm/min). A cell must exhibit some 

displacement in order to determine the CI; the minimal displacement needed is one pseudopod 

(5 µm), which in wild-type cells occurs in 30 s, but in the sgc-/pla2-/pia- with LY would take 

nearly 4 hours.  Therefore, we cannot determine the chemotaxis index of sgc-/pla2-/pia- cells in 

the presence of LY. This suggests in the context of a 4-pathwway null cell that inhibition of the 

TORC2 component Pia leads to a more severe phenotype than inhibition of the TORC2 effector 

PKBR1. 

 

TORC2 is important for cAMP relay 

TORC2 also play an important role during the Dictyostelium developmental cycle [4]. 

Aggregation of starving cells is controlled by signaling centers that emit periodic pulses of 

cAMP. This process is mediated by the binding of extracellular cAMP to the G protein-coupled 

receptor cAR1, which initiates a signaling cascade leading to, among other things, the  
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Table1. Table summarizing Chemotaxis Index and speed of AX3 and mutants in response to 1µM cAMP in pipet. 

The data presented are the means and SD of 3 independent experiments with each 25 cells. *, significantly 

different from AX3 at P<0.01; NS, not significantly different from AX3 at P>0.1. Data for sgc-/pla2-/pia- in the 

absence or presence of LY were recorded with a confocal microscope using GFP-expressing mutant cells that were 

mixed with unlabeled wild-type cells. N.D., the chemotactic index of sgc-/pla2-/pia- in the presence of LY cannot 

be determined because cells do exhibit sufficient movement to determine the direction of movement.  

Strain chemotaxis Ras response  

Uniform cAMP 

(depletion in 

cytoplasm; %) 

Chemotaxis  

Index 

speed 

(µm/min) 

AX3 0.9 ± 0.05 15.1 ± 0.4 29.7  ± 0.8 

sgc-/pla2- 0.74 ± 0.02* 7.6 ± 0.5*  

sgc-/pla2- + 20 LY 0.39 ± 0.06* 7.0 ± 0.7*  

sgc-/pla2- + 90 LY 0.24 ± 0.08* 6.6 ± 0.7* 31.3± 2.3, NS 

sgc-/pla2-/pia- 0.48 ± 0.06* 5.01 ± 0.2* 30.9 ± 1.2, NS 

sgc-/pla2-/pia- + 20 µM LY N.D. 0.022 ± 0.003* 30.1 ± 0.9, NS 

sgc-/pla2-/pkbr- + 20 µM LY 0.21 ± 0.05*   
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activation of Adenylyl cyclase or ACA [9]. Activation of ACA leads to production of intracellular 

cAMP which is secreted into the medium to activate receptors of neighboring cells. This 

extracellularly secreted cAMP is responsible for producing cAMP pulses that mediate 

aggregation and signal relay. It has been found that cAMP-dependent ACA activation pathway 

shares components with chemotaxis pathways including the TORC2 pathway.  Cells that are 

only defective in adenylyl cyclase activation cannot aggregate, because they do not produce 

cAMP; however they will co-aggregate with wild-type cells that provides for the cAMP signal. 

On the other hand, cells defective in chemotaxis or early development cannot be rescued by 

mixing them with wild-type cells. 

As is shown in fig 6, AX3 has a strictly controlled developmental cycle, consisting of: 

formation of aggregation centers by streaming (after 6h), formation of mounds (after 12h), 

rising of tip of slugs (after 18h) and formation of spores bearing fruiting body (after 24h). 

Previously we have shown that sgc-/pla2- cells undergo development similar to wild type with 

pulsatile cell aggregation (unpublished data [10]). Pia is essential for activation of ACA and 

cAMP production [11], consistently sgc-/pla2-/pia- do not aggregate and are unable to enter 

the developmental cycle   

Can sgc-/pla2-/pia- cells respond to cAMP that is secreted by wild-type cells in 

mixtures? To answer this question, 50% sgc-/pla2-/pia- mutant was mixed with 50% wild type 

(WT) AX3 and the development of the mixture was studied (fig 6). Although delayed the 

majority of cells from this 50%-50% mixture is able to aggregate, enter development and 

eventually form fruiting bodies (fig 6). However a considerable amount of cells does not 
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aggregate and stays as single cells interspersed between the fruiting bodies. This could mean 

that sgc-/pla2-/pia- are selectively excluded from aggregation and further development (the 

multicellular structures contain mainly wild-type cells) or that cell aggregation in the mixture is 

compromised by the presence of  mutant cells (the multicellular structures contain both wild-

type and mutant cells). To discriminate between these possibilities, we studied development of 

GFP-tagged sgc-/pla2-/pia- cells and RFP-tagged wild-type cells in a 50%-50% mixture using 

confocal laser scanning microscopy. The confocal images show that sgc-/pla2-/pia- mutant cells 

are able to enter the spore heads of fruiting bodies (fig 7). However, we can also see that a lot 

of green/red cells do not enter the fruiting bodies and are left behind. The proportion of 

green/red cells in the spore head is approximately equal, suggesting that sgc-/pla2-/pia- cells 

can enter development when assisted by wild-type cells. It should be mentioned that these 

mixing experiments do not always produce aggregates, and that more consistent results are 

obtained when the development is taken place at a reduced temperature of 4°C. We anticipate 

that sgc-/pla2-/pia- mutant cells must be in the correct starvation stage to be able to pick-up 

the developmental signals from wild-type cells to co-develop well and form mixed aggregates 

and fruiting bodies, and that this timing is improved at reduced temperatures. We conclude 

that sgc-/pla2-/pia- cannot produce cAMP, but is able to respond to the cAMP that is secreted 

by wild-type cells in the mixed aggregates.  

This suggests that in the sgc-/pla2-/pia- mutant the absence of Pia is responsible for the 

aggregation defective phenotype, and confirms that Pia is essential for ACA mediated signal 

relay and development in Dictyostelium.  
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Pia is essential for the formation of viable spores 

Fig 7 reveals that the GFP-tagged sgc-/pla2-/pia- cells have been incorporated in the spore head 

intermixed with the RFP-tagged wild-type cells. Nearly all red wild-type cells have an elongated 

ellipsoid shape that is typical for spores. In contrast, only about 1/3
rd

 of the green mutant cells 

have this spore-like shape whereas about 2/3
rd

 of the cells are larger and have an amoeboid 

shape. This indicates that a substantial fraction of mutant sgc-/pla2-/pia- cells have  not 

completed development, even when assisted by wild-type cells. To investigate whether the 

fraction of spore-shaped mutant cells are real spores, we tested spore viability. Spores were 

harvested and incubated for 45°C for 30 min to kill non-spore cells [12]. Then, 100 surviving 

spores from each of the experimental sets were plated clonally on bacterial lawns, allowed to 

form large plaques and the phenotype was observed. Experiments were performed with wild-

type AX3, and with a 50%:50% wild-type: mutant mixture incubated at room temperature and 

at 4°C.  The results show that about 70% of the heat-surviving spores produce a colony for all 

conditions (table 2). More importantly we observed that all colonies had a wild-type phenotype 

with aggregates and fruiting bodies. None of the plaques was aggregation-negative indicative 

for its formation from sgc-/pla2-/pia spore.  

To further investigate spore viability, heat-treated spores from a 50%-50% mixture of AX3 and 

sgc-/pla2-/pia- cells were allowed to germinate in sterile HL5 medium. After cells had grown, 

the antibiotic hygromycin was added to the plate to kill the wild-type cells. The next day, it was 

observed that all the cells in the plate were dead, and in subsequent days no growth 

reappeared, This indicates that the small fraction of spore-shaped  sgc-/pla2-/pia- cells in the 
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mixed fruiting bodies have not fully completed development and thus suggests that the mutant 

sgc-/pla2-/pia- cannot make mature viable spores.                                                                                                            

 

green channel                                             red channel                                                                      overlay 

Figure 7. Confocal LSM images of a fruiting body made by RFP-expressing AX3 and GFP-expressing sgc-/pla2-

/pia- in a 50%-50% mixture. The green sgc-/pla2-/pia- are able to enter the spore head together with red AX3. 

Closer inspection reveals that nearly all green wild-type cells have the typical small rod shaped structure of spores, 

whereas most green mutant cells have an amoeboid shape.     

 

 

 

Table2. Table showing results of sporulation assay. Hundred heat-surviving spores were plated on bacterial lawns. 

On average about 70 colonies appeared, which means the remaining 30 spores are either non-viable or are viable 

but do not form colonies. This value is similar to AX3 and sgc-/pla2-/pia- in a 50%-50% mixture (both without o.n. 

refrigeration and with o.n. refrigeration). After growth for sufficient time, all colonies formed aggregates, 

indicating that none of the colonies originated from a sgc-/pla2-/pia- spore. All the values shown are the average 

and standard deviation of three independently performed experiments.   

 AX3 50%AX3 + 50%mutant 50%AX3 + 50%mutant 

(O.N. refrigerated) 

% of agg
+
 clones 70.8% ± 1.2% 69.9% ± 0.8% 71.2% ± 1.1% 

% of agg
-
 clones 0% 0% 0% 
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Conclusions  

Pia is part of the TORC2 complex, together with three other components, TOR, Lst8 and RIP3; 

the TOR kinase leads to PKBR1 phosphorylation. Deletion of either of Pia, Lst8 or Rip3 (Tor 

knockout is lethal) yield cells that are unable to fully activate PKBA and PKBR1, are defective in 

cAMP relay, and exhibit reduced chemotaxis. Interestingly, careful analysis reveals that each 

null mutant has a different phenotype. Pia- cells are unpolarized and move slowly [10], rip3- 

cells polarize and move well in cAMP gradients [13], whereas lst8 null cells are unpolarized, 

move slowly in cAMP gradients and have abolished aggregation which is not rescued by cAMP 

pulses [4] . pia- cells do not make mature spores, whereas no defects in spore formation have 

been reported for rip3- and lst8- cells.  In addition we showed here that a four pathway null 

cells generated by incubating sgc/pla2-null with 90 LY or sgc/pla2/pkbr-null with 20 LY are able 

to move towards steep gradients of cAMP, while sgc/pla2/pia-null cells incubated with 20 LY 

are unable to move at all. This may indicate that next to a function of Pia in the TORC2 complex, 

Pia may also have a signaling function independent of TORC2. Consistently a recent study by He 

et al., has revealed that mammalian Rictor (homolog for Pia in Dictyostelium) regulates 

neutrophil chemotaxis through mechanisms independent of mTORC2 and mTOR kinase activity 

[14]. This strongly suggests that TORC2 has multiple outputs that depend on a subtle balance of 

activation of the different components of the TORC2 complex. Importantly, in chapter 3 and 

Appendix to Chapter 3 of this thesis we show that TORC2 not only has multiple outputs, but 

also multiple inputs. Together these data thus suggest that the TORC2 complex functions an 

integrator of information during Dictyostelium chemotaxis and development (Fig 8).  
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Figure 8. Model of TORC2 as integrator of different input signals, leading to the regulation of different biological 

processes.   
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Materials and Methods 

pia gene knock out 

The pia-knock-out construct was assembled from three fragments (Fig 1). The PCR primers used 

for pia part I e e: fo a d p i e  ’- ATGACAAGTTCTGATAGTAGTGTAAATAC- ’ a d e e se 

p i e  ’- CTAAACCTTTCACAAAGCAATGTGGC- ’. The PCR p i e s used fo  pia part II were: 

fo a d p i e  ’-TACGTAGATAATGGACTAATTGAGGGATTGG- ’ a d e e se p i e  ’- 

CCAAGCCATTGTTGAGAATAGTTTC- ’. The eo i  assette as o tai ed f o  plas id 

pDM214 by digesting it with restriction enzymes: BamHI and XhoI. The sticky ends of the 

neomycin cassette were made blunt by filling up of the overhangs using klenow fragment. 

Then, the neomycin cassette was inserted in between pia part I and pia part II. Of all the clones 

obtained,  a working clone was selected in which the neomycin cassette was inserted in the 

e e se di e tio  ’- ’  as o pa ed to the di e tio  of the pia pa t I-pia part II construct ’-

’ .  

The knock out fragment was subsequently amplified by PCR with pblue-pia part I-

neomycin-pia part II as a template and the primer set: pia part I fo a d p i e  ’- 

ATGACAAGTTCTGATAGTAGTGTAAATAC- ’ a d pia part II e e se p i e  ’- 

CCAAGCCATTGTTGAGAATAGTTTC- ’. The PCR p odu t at least µg  o tai ed as used to 

transfect the parental strain sgc-/pla2- as per protocol [15]. After 3 weeks, the colonies started 

to appear. DNA was isolated from 3 colonies that were used to screen for potential knock-outs 

of the pia gene. The primers used for the control PCR were: NeoFwA ’-

CAGCGCATCGCCTTCTATCGCCTTCTTG- ’, NeoF B ’-GCAGGTTCTCCGGCCGCTTGGGTG- ’, 
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NeoR A ’-CACCCAAGCGGCCGGAGAACCTGC- ’, NeoR B ’-

CAAGAAGGCGATAGAAGGCGATGCGCTG- ’, piaFP B ’-

GAGAGAAGGGGGCAAAGAGGCATATATAATAG- ’, piaRP  ’-

GAGATTAAAACTTCCAATGCTACACAAGCAGTACGAAC- ’. We o tai ed  lo es ith u disputed 

prove for disruption of the pia gene: A3, C12 and H9 which were named based on their position 

in a 96-well plate. 

 

Growth kinetics of sgc-/pla2-/pia- 

Dictyostelium cells were grown in shaking culture starting from cell density of 0.5x10
6
cells/ml. 

Care was taken that the cell density is maintained in the log phase of Dictyostelium growth 

curve (0.1x10
7
cells/ml - 0.9x10

7
cells/ml) throughout the duration of experiment. The cell 

density was measured at the indicated time points. This was done for all the three clones of 

sgc-/pla2-/pia- mutants: A3, H9 and C12. AX3 was taken as a control to compare the growth 

rate of mutants. The results shown in the study are average of three independent experiments.  

PKBR1 and PKBA phosphorylation assay 

1x10
8
 cells were harvested from a shaking culture and washed twice with sterile phosphate 

buffer. Cells were suspended in sterile PB and incubated for 1 hour on a shaker. Subsequently 

cells were pulsed with 50nM cAMP after every 6 minutes in shaking culture for 4.5 hours. After 

pulsing, the cells were washed twice with sterile PB and resuspended again in sterile PB. The 

cells were basalated by incubation with 5 mM caffeine for 20 minutes on a shaker. After that, 
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the cells were again washed twice with sterile PB, resuspended in sterile PB and kept on ice for 

5 minutes before starting the assay. Samples were taken at the indicated time points and the 

reaction was immediately stopped by incubation in SDS buffer at 95 °C. Samples were subjected 

to SDS-PAGE and western blotting with Phospho-PKC (pan) primary antibody [Cell Signalling; 

Rabbit mAb] (1:2,000 in TBST) and anti-rabbit IgG HRP linked secondary antibody (1:2,000 in 5% 

blocking buffer). After visualization the blots were stripped, and blotted with anti-actin primary 

antibody (mouse mAb) (1:20,000 in TBST) and anti-mouse IgG HRP linked secondary antibody 

(1:2,000 in 5% blocking buffer).  

 

Developmental studies of sgc-/pla2-/pia- 

A total of 2x10
7
 cells of AX3 (100%), sgc-/pla2-/pia- (100%) and AX3 + sgc-/pla2-/pia- (50%-50% 

mixture) were harvested to study development. The cells were washed twice with sterile 

phosphate buffer and then plated as a uniform monolayer of cells (2 x 10
6
 cells/cm

2
 in a 6-well 

plate) on NN (Non Nutrient) agar (11 mM KH2PO4, 2.8 mM Na2HPO4, 7 g/l hydrophobic agar). 

The cells were allowed to undergo development which was recorded by phase contrast 

microscope. 

 

Sporulation assay  

100% AX3, AX3 + sgc-/pla2-/pia- in 50%-50% mixture and AX3 + sgc-/pla2-/pia- in 50%-50% 

mixture after overnight refrigeration were allowed to undergo development as described above 
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and the spores were harvested.  Viable spores were isolated by heating the harvested spores at 

45 °C for 30 min [12]. Then, 100 viable spores from each of the experimental sets were plated 

on SM plates (4.62g KH2PO4, 2.0g K2HPO4, 6.6g dextrose, 6.6g bactopeptone, 0.66g yeast 

extract, H20 to 2 liters, 20g agar/1L) containing Klebsiella lawns.  The plates were incubated at 

22 °C to allow germination of spores and Dictyostelium plaques were scored. A plaque 

containing fruiting body in its center is counted as agg
+
 (aggregation-positive) clone and a 

plaque without fruiting body in its center is counted as agg
-
 (aggregation-negative) clone. The 

results shown are average of three independent experiments. 

 

Microscopy and Chemotaxis assays  

sgc-/pla2-/pia- expressing pDM115-Raf-RBD-GFP (marker for activated Ras), pDM115-PH-CRAC-

GFP (marker for PIP3) and pLB15B-LimE-GFP (marker for F-actin).were harvested, washed twice 

in phosphate buffer and starved in PB on shaker with 6 minute pulses of 100nM cAMP for 5 

hours. Then, the cells were resuspended in PB at a density of 6x10
6
 cells /ml.  Small droplet of 

cells (~100 µl) was placed on a glass slide and cells were allowed to adhere to the bottom. 

Subsequently, the cells were uniformly stimulated with 1 µM cAMP. The response of the cells 

towards cAMP stimulation was recorded with a Zeiss LSM 510 META NLO confocal laser 

scanning microscope (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany) equipped with a Zeiss plan-apochromatic 63X 

numerical aperture 1.4 objective. The quantification for the membrane association of GFP-

tagged proteins upon cAMP stimulation was done by measuring the drop in the fluorescence 

intensity of cytosol after cAMP stimulation and comparing with fluorescence intensity of cytosol 
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before cAMP stimulation. The measurements for cytosolic fluorescence intensity were done by 

using ImageJ software. The values shown in this study are from three independent stimulations 

with ~20 cells being analyzed in each of the stimulations. 

To measure chemotaxis a micropipette containing 10
-6

 M cAMP was placed in the droplet with 

cells and chemotaxis was recorded. The quantification of the response was done by dividing the 

moving cell into three equal regions (front, middle and rear region) by drawing two lines 

perpendicular to the direction of cell movement. The front of a cell is defined as the foremost 

point of the cell in the direction of movement towards the cAMP source. For analyzing the 

fluorescence intensity of a marker in cAMP gradient, the mean fluorescence intensity of cytosol 

in the front one-third region was compared with the mean fluorescence intensity of cytosol in 

the middle one-third region taking care to exclude nucleus and vacuoles [16]. The data shown 

here is average of three independent experiments with ~20 cells analyzed in each of the 

experiments.  
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Chapter 3 

 

Role of TORC2 complex during chemotaxis and development in D. discoideum 
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TORC2, a multiprotein complex of Lst8, Pia, Rip3 and Tor, plays an important role in 

amplification of weak cAMP signal, thereby, enabling Dictyostelium cells to chemotax in 

shallow cAMP gradients. TORC2 has been implicated in regulating chemotaxis, signal relay 

and actin cytoskeleton in Dictyostelium. Here, we have studied the role of TORC2 in 

Dictyostelium chemotaxis and development in more detail by using a mutant in which three 

signaling pathways are inactivated: sgc-/pla2-/pia- null cells. We report that TORC2 pathway 

is crucial for cAMP relay and development since sgc-/pla2-/pia- cells fail to undergo 

development. In addition, we show that Pia is essential for formation of viable spores 

because, when mixed with AX3, although sgc-/pla2-/pia- cells are able to reach the 

developmental state of fruiting bodies with spore heads, however, they do not make viable 

spores. Furthermore, we have shown that the PI3K/PKBA and TORC2/PKBR1 pathways are 

cross regulated which explains the strong phenotype of defective development and 

chemotaxis in cells lacking TORC2. Altogether, based on our results we can conclude that 

TORC2 regulates chemotaxis and development in Dictyostelium by PKBA and PKBR1 mediated 

regulation of ACA activity and actin cytoskeleton. 
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Introduction 

Directed movement towards a chemical compound is known as chemotaxis [1]. Chemotaxis in 

Dictyostelium is a tightly regulated network of interconnected pathways in which the TORC2 

pathway plays an important role in amplification of weak signal [2-5]. This amplification of weak 

signals enables Dictyostelium to chemotax in shallow cAMP gradients. TORC (Target Of 

Rapamycin Complex) is a serine/threonine kinase which controls growth and metabolism of 

cells in response to nutrients, growth factors and cellular energy status [6, 7]. The complex is 

evolutionary conserved from yeast to mammals and is present as two structurally and 

functionally distinct multi-protein complexes: TORC1 and TORC2 share a common TOR kinase 

and Lst8, but other components of the complex are different between TORC1 and TORC2. In 

Dictyostelium, TORC1 plays a role in regulating protein synthesis, ribosome biogenesis, 

transcription and autophagy [8-10]. The exact function of TORC2 in Dictyostelium is not known 

yet, however, it is known from previous research that TORC2 plays an important role in 

regulating chemotaxis, signal relay and actin cytoskeleton [11]. Activation of TORC2 by 

e t a ellula  AMP e ui es the AMP e epto s AR , the G p otei  Gα βγ a d the s all G 

protein RasC or RasG [12-16]. Dictyostelium TORC2 complex consists of Lst8 (mLst8 in 

mammals), Rip3 (mSin1), Pia (RICTOR) and Tor (mTor) [17-19]. In Dictyostelium, all the four 

protein components of TORC2 are required to mediate activation of adenylyl cyclase [20], but 

the exact role of the individual components is not known. TOR is a serine threonine protein 

kinase which upon activation of the TORC2 complex directly phosphorylates its substrate 

PKBR1; it also mildly phosphorylates and activates AKT/PKB (PKBA), which is mainly activated by 

PI3K-produced PIP3 [2]. Both the PKBA and PKBR1 are required for cell polarity and chemotaxis 
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[20]. It is known from literature that cells which lack any of the TORC2 components i.e. Pia, Lst8 

and Rip3 (note: Tor knockout is lethal) have strong chemotaxis defects and are unable to fully 

activate PKBA and PKBR1 [20]. 

The previous published research from our lab has shown that Ras activation is essential 

for chemotaxis and the four accessory pathways namely: sGC, PLA2, TORC2 and PI3K are not 

essential for chemotaxis in steep gradients. These accessory pathways, however, play a crucial 

role in chemotaxis in shallow/very shallow gradients by amplifying the cAMP signal [21]. This 

conclusion is based on the fact that four pathway null cells (in which all four pathways are 

either genetically inactivated or biochemically inhibited) are still able to chemotax towards 

steep cAMP gradient; however, the Chemotaxis Index and speed is much lower compared to 

the wild type cells. In the published report, a three pathway cell line with defective sGC, PLA2, 

and PI3K  was made by treating the double knock out sgc-/pla2- cells with 20µM LY294002, and 

the four pathway null cell line with additional inhibition of TORC2  was made by treating the 

double knock out sgc-/pla2- cells with 90µM LY294002. LY294002 reversibly inhibits PI3K at low 

concentrations (20µM) and inhibits both PI3K and TORC2 at higher concentrations (90µM). 

However, it has been reported in frogs that 150µM LY294002 inhibits adenosine receptor by a 

mechanism independent of effects on PI-3 kinase [22]. Hence, it can be argued that higher 

concentrations of LY294002 may also have some off target effects in Dictyostelium which are 

yet unknown. To be sure that the observations with 90µM LY294002 are specifically due to 

inhibition of PI3K and TORC2 pathways only and not due to inhibition of some additional 

unknown pathway(s), a cleaner approach was used by making a genetically triple knock out 

mutant sgc-/pla2-/pia-. Since Dictyostelium contains multiple pi3k genes, the PI3K pathway was 
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inhibited by 20µM LY294002 in the triple knock out sgc-/pla2-/pia- mutant to generate a 4 

pathway null cell line. In this study, we have used this triple knock out sgc-/pla2-/pia- mutant to 

understand the role of TORC2 in Dictyostelium chemotaxis, development and signal relay in 

more detail. Here, we confirm that the four pathway null mutant sgc-/pla2-/pia- + 20µM LY 

shows the Ras activation in a manner similar to wild type AX3. Further, we show that TORC2 

pathway plays a crucial role in signal relay and development since the sgc-/pla2-/pia- cells are 

not able to undergo development. We also report that Pia is required for viability of spores 

since fruiting bodies from mixture of sgc-/pla2-/pia- and AX3 cells produced sgc-/pla2-/pia- 

spores which were all non-viable; the effect is attributed to Pia, because the sgc-/pla2- mutant 

produces viable spores, whereas pia- also has a defect in spore formation. It is known that the 

TORC2/PKBR1 pathway and the PI3K/PKBA pathway show mild cross activation: TORC2 can 

partly activate PKBA, and PIP3 can lead to mild PKBR1 phosphorylation [2]. In our study with the 

defined mutants, we have shown and confirmed this observation of positive cross regulation. 

Altogether, our results confirm and extend our knowledge on the role of PKBA/PKBR1 mediated 

TORC2 in regulating development, signal relay and chemotaxis in Dictyostelium. 

  

Results and Discussion  

Generation of sgc-/pla2-/pia- mutant 

To obtain sgc-/pla2-/pia- mutant, the pia gene was disrupted in the parental strain sgc-/pla2- as 

per scheme (Fig1a). The clones were examined for correct integration of the knock out 

construct in the pia gene using multiple PCR checks with different primer pairs as per scheme 
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(Fig1b). Fig1 c,d shows the gel pictures of PCR products obtained with different primer pairs 

using genomic DNA of the knock out clone as a template. Multiple PCR checks were performed 

using different primer sets See supplementary information, Figure S1). The correct sgc-/pla2-

/pia- triple knock out clone was selected and grown on HG5 medium using hygromycin (3X) as a 

selection marker.                       
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(a) 
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(b) 

 

 

(c)                                                                                                            (d) 

Figure1. Generation of sgc-/pla2-/pia- mutant. (a) Scheme showing pia gene knock out. pia gene was knocked out 

in gDNA of sgc-/pla2- strain to obtain triple null mutant sgc-/pla2-/pia-. (b) Figure showing PCR checks performed 

to confirm pia gene knock out using different primer sets. Multiple PCR checks were performed using different 

primer sets (Figure S1, See supplementary information). (c) & (d) Gel pictures showing PCR products with various 

primer pairs using genomic DNA of the knock out clone as a template. All the PCR checks yielded bands of size 

expected for the correct knock out clone. The results from these gel pictures lead to confirmation of correct knock 

out sgc-/pla2-/pia- clone.  
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sgc-/pla2-/pia- has growth kinetics similar to wild type AX3 

It is known that TORC controls growth and metabolism of cells in response to nutrients, growth 

factors and cellular energy status [6, 7]. Dictyostelium TORC1 plays a role in cell growth by 

regulating protein synthesis, ribosome biogenesis, transcription and autophagy whereas TORC2 

has been implicated in regulating chemotaxis, signal relay and actin cytoskeleton [11]. Since pia 

is a part of only TORC2 and not TORC1 in Dictyostelium, we would expect that cells lacking 

TORC2 will not have defects in growth. To investigate this, we studied the growth kinetics of 

sgc-/pla2-/pia- and compared with wild type AX3 in axenic medium. Starting with a cell density 

of 0.5x10
6
 cells /ml, the cell densities were recorded after every 6 hours. The densities were 

then plotted on semi-logarithmic graph (Fig2) and the doubling time was calculated using 

equation1 (see materials and methods). The doubling time of sgc-/pla2-/pia-  mutant (3p) was 

found to be 7.2 ± 0.06 hours (for A3 and C12 clones) and 9.1 ± 0.09 hours (for H9 clone), which 

is comparable to wild type AX3 (7.5 ± 0.45 hours). These values are average and standard 

deviation of three independent experiments. Since the growth rate of sgc-/pla2-/pia- is 

comparable with wild type AX3, this clearly confirms the previous results that TORC2 complex is 

not important for growth of Dictyostelium. Among the 3 clones of sgc-/pla2-/pia-, C12 clone 

was selected as the working clone and all the experiments from here onwards were done using 

only C12 clone. 
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Figure2. TORC2 is not important for growth in Dictyostelium. Semi-logarithmic graph (log scale on y-axis) showing 

growth kinetics of sgc-/pla2-/pia- and AX3. The doubling time (n) was calculated as per equation1 (see materials 

and methods). . 

 

 

TORC2 is important for cAMP relay 

During the vegetative phase, when food is present in abundance, Dictyostelium locates its food 

(bacteria in soil) by chemotaxing towards folic acid secreted by bacteria. However, during 

scarcity of food, Dictyostelium cells undergo a highly regulated developmental process in which 

the cells aggregate towards cAMP aggregation centres leading to formation of multicellular 
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structures which produce spores [23]. These spores can survive harsh conditions and undergo 

germination when the conditions become favorable for growth [1, 24, 25]. Aggregation of 

starving cells is controlled by signaling centers that emit periodic pulses of cAMP. This process is 

mediated by the binding of extracellular cAMP to the G protein-coupled receptor cAR1, which 

initiates a signaling cascade leading to, among other things, the activation of Adenylyl cyclase or 

ACA [26]. Activation of ACA leads to production of intracellular cAMP which is secreted into the 

medium to activate receptors of neighboring cells. This extracellularly secreted cAMP is 

responsible for producing cAMP pulses that mediate aggregation and signal relay. It has been 

found that cAMP-dependent ACA activation pathway shares components with chemotaxis 

pathways including the TORC2 pathway.  Cells that are only defective in adenylyl cyclase 

activation cannot aggregate, because they do not produce cAMP; however they will co-

aggregate with wild-type cells that provides for the cAMP signal. On the other hand, cells 

defective in chemotaxis or early development cannot be rescued by mixing them with wild-type 

cells. 

As is shown in fig3, a 100% AX3 population of cells shows various developmental stages: 

formation of aggregation centres by streaming (after 6h), formation of mounds (after 12h), 

rising of tip of slugs (after 18h) and formation of spores bearing fruiting body (after 24h). 

However, in a 100% sgc-/pla2-/pia- population of cells, none of the developmental stages like 

aggregation, mound formation, slug formation and fruiting body formation are seen. This 

implies that the triple knock out mutant sgc-/pla2-/pia- (3p-) has developmental defects. This is 

expected as the 3p- mutant has pia gene knocked out and it is known that pia gene product is a 

cytosolic regulator of Adenylyl Cyclase (ACA) which in turn plays a role in signal relay by 
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producing cAMP [18]. Thus, sgc-/pla2-/pia- does not make secreted cAMP and therefore 

obviously cannot aggregate. Can sgc-/pla2-/pia- cells respond to cAMP that is secreted by wild-

type cells in mixtures? To answer this question, 50% sgc-/pla2-/pia- mutant was mixed with 

50% wild type (WT) AX3 and then the development of the mixture was studied (Fig3). Although 

the development is delayed in a 50%-50% mixture of sgc-/pla2-/pia- with AX3 at all 

developmental stages, cell aggregation and mound formation does take place, eventually 

leading to fruiting bodies (Fig 3). We noticed that quite some cells are left behind, interspersed 

between the fruiting bodies, which do not enter the development. This could mean that sgc-

/pla2-/pia- are selectively excluded from aggregation and further development (the 

multicellular structures contain mainly wild-type cells) or that cell aggregation in the mixture is 

compromised by the presence of  the mutant cells (the multicellular structures contain both 

wild-type and mutant cells). To discriminate between these possibilities, we studied 

development of GFP-tagged sgc-/pla2-/pia- cells and RFP-tagged wild-type cells in a 50%-50% 

mixture using confocal laser scanning microscopy. The confocal images show that sgc-/pla2-

/pia- mutant cells are able to enter the spore heads of fruiting bodies (fig4). However, we can 

also see that a lot of green/red cells do not enter the fruiting bodies and are left behind. This 

can be explained due to poor signal relay among green/red cells since sgc-/pla2-/pia- cells can 

respond to extracellular cAMP secreted by AX3 but cannot secrete cAMP by themselves.  The 

proportion of green/red cells in the spore head is approximately equal, suggesting that sgc-

/pla2-/pia- cells can enter development when assisted by wild-type cells. It should be 

mentioned that these mixing experiments do not always produce aggregates, and that more 

consistent results are obtained when the development is taken place at a reduced temperature 
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of 4°C. We anticipate that sgc-/pla2-/pia- mutant cells must be in the correct starvation stage 

to be able to pick-up the developmental signals from wild-type cells to co-develop well and 

form mixed aggregates and fruiting bodies, and that this timing is improved at reduced 

temperatures. We conclude that sgc-/pla2-/pia- cannot produce cAMP, but is able to respond 

to the cAMP that is secreted by wild-type cells in the mixed aggregates.  

It has been reported by Veltman et al., that sgc-/pla2- cells undergo development 

similar to wild type with pulsatile cell aggregation (unpublished data [16]). This suggests that in 

the sgc-/pla2-/pia- mutant the absence of Pia is responsible for the aggregation defective 

phenotype, and confirms that Pia is essential for ACA mediated signal relay and development in 

Dictyostelium.  
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Pia is essential for the formation of viable spores 

Fig 4 reveals that the GFP-tagged sgc-/pla2-/pia- cells have been incorporated in the spore head 

intermixed with the RFP-tagged wild-type cells. Nearly all red wild-type cells have an elongated 

ellipsoid shape that is typical for spores. In contrast, only about 1/3
rd

 of the green mutant cells 

have this spore-like shape whereas about 2/3
rd

 of the cells are larger and have an amoeboid 

shape. This indicates that a substantial fraction of mutant sgc-/pla2-/pia- cells have  not 

completed development, even when assisted by wild-type cells. To investigate whether the 

fraction of mutant spore-shaped cells are real spores, we tested spore viability. Spores were 

harvested and incubated for 45°C for 30 min to kill non-spore cells [27]. Then, 100 surviving 

spores from each of the experimental sets were plated clonally on bacterial lawns, allowed to 

form large plaques and the phenotype was observed. Experiments were performed with wild-

type AX3, and with a 50%:50% wild-type: mutant mixture incubated at room temperature and 

at 4°C.  The results show that about 70% of the heat-surviving spores produce a colony for all 

conditions (table1). More importantly we observed that all colonies had a wild-type phenotype 

with aggregates and fruiting bodies. None of the plaques was aggregation-negative indicative 

for its formation from sgc-/pla2-/pia spore.  

To further investigate spore viability, heat-treated spores from 50%-50% mixture of AX3 and 

sgc-/pla2-/pia- cells were allowed to germinate in sterile HL5 medium. After cells had grown, 

the antibiotic hygromycin was added to the plate to kill the wild-type cells. The next day, it was 

observed that all the cells in the plate were dead, and in subsequent days no growth 

reappeared. We conclude that the mutant sgc-/pla2-/pia- cannot make mature viable spores. 
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This indicates that the small fraction of spore-shaped  sgc-/pla2-/pia- cells in the mixed fruiting 

bodies have not fully completed development.  

In summary, the sgc-/pla2-/pia- mutant is defective in cAMP relay, and has strong 

developmental defects that can be largely overcome in mixing experiments with wild-type cells, 

except mature spore formation. This phenotype is very different from that of its parental strain 

sgc-/pla2- but resembles the phenotype of pia-null cells. It is known from previous studies that 

the parental strain sgc-/pla2- undergoes development similar to wild type cells showing 

pulsatile cell aggregation and fruiting body formation with viable spores (unpublished data 

[16]). In contrast, pia- cells do not aggregate by themselves, are rescued after mixing with wild-

type, but make few mature spores in the mixed fruiting body [18].  
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green channel                                             red channel                                                                      overlay 

Figure4. Confocal LSM images of a fruiting body made by RFP-expressing AX3 and GFP-expressing sgc-/pla2-/pia- 

in a 50%-50% mixture. The green sgc-/pla2-/pia- are able to enter the spore head together with red AX3. 

However, if we look closer at the spore head, we can see that the spores (small rod shaped structures) are mainly 

formed by red AX3 only. The green sgc-/pla2-/pia- are able to enter the spore heads together with AX3 but many 

do not form spores and remain as amoeboid cells.   

 

 

 

 

 

Table1. Table showing results of sporulation assay. Hundred heat-surviving spores were plated on bacterial lawns. 

On average about 70 colonies appeared, which means the remaining 30 spores are either non-viable or are viable 

but do not form colonies. This value is similar to AX3 and sgc-/pla2-/pia- in a 50%-50% mixture (both without o.n. 

refrigeration and with o.n. refrigeration). After growth for sufficient time, all colonies formed aggregates, 

 AX3 50%AX3 + 50%mutant 50%AX3 + 50%mutant 

(O.N. refrigerated) 

% of agg
+
 clones 

% of agg
-
 clones 

70.8% ± 1.2% 

0% 

69.9% ± 0.8% 

0% 

71.2% ± 1.1% 

0% 
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indicating that none of the colonies originated from a sgc-/pla2-/pia- spore. All the values shown are the average 

and standard deviation of three independently performed experiments.   

 

 

sgc-/pla2-/pia- chemotax towards cAMP with lower CI and speed compared to AX3 

Chemotaxis assays were performed as per protocol [21]. A micropipette containing 1µM cAMP 

was positioned in a field of cells. We determined the Chemotaxis Index (CI), which is defined as 

the ratio of cell displacement in the direction of the gradient and its total distance travelled. CI 

and speed was determined using ImageJ software (rsb.info.nih.gov/ij); data are presented as 

average and SEM of three independent experiments each with n=25 cells. Table2 summarizes 

and compares the CI and speed of sgc-/pla2-/pia- with AX3 and sgc-/pla2-. The Chemotaxis 

Index of sgc-/pla2-/pia- in response to 1µM cAMP (in pipet; seen as 0.01µM cAMP by cells) was 

measured to be 0.48 ± 0.05 which is lower in comparison with AX3 (CI = 0.9 ± 0.08). 

Furthermore, the speed with which the sgc-/pla2-/pia- cells chemotaxed towards cAMP was 

found to be 5.0 ± 0.6 µm/min which is also much slower compared to AX3 (15.1 ± 1.3 µm/min). 

Further, it can be seen that both the CI as well as speed of sgc-/pla2-/pia- is lower than its 

parental strain sgc-/pla2- [16]. 

In addition to this, we also investigated the chemotaxis of sgc-/pla2-/pia- in presence of 

20µM LY (20µM LY inhibits PI3K and generates a four pathway null mutant). Unexpectedly, 

addition of LY to sgc-/pla2-/pia- paralyzed the cells, and the speed dropped to nearly zero 

(0.022 ± 0.003 µm/min). A cell must exhibit some displacement in order to determine the CI; 
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the minimal displacement needed is one pseudopod (5 µm), which in wild-type cells occurs in 

30 s, but in the sgc-/pla2-/pia- with LY would take nearly 4 hours.   

Interestingly, it has also been found that inhibition of all four signaling pathways (sgc-

/pla2-/pkbr1-null in presence of 20µM LY) had no effect on folate chemotaxis. The four 

pathway null mutant exhibited chemotaxis in folate gradients with chemotaxis index and speed 

as great as that of wild type AX3 cells suggesting that the targets of these signaling enzymes are 

not strongly activated during the vegetative stage [21].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table2. Table summarizing Chemotaxis Index and speed of AX3 and mutants in response to 1µM cAMP in pipet. 

The data presented are the means and SD of 3 independent experiments with each 25 cells. Data for sgc-/pla2-

/pia- in the absence or presence of LY were recorded with a confocal microscope using GFP-expressing mutant 

Strain CI speed (µm/min) 

AX3 0.9 ± 0.05 15.1 ± 0.4 

sgc-/pla2- 0.74 ± 0.02 7.6 ± 0.5 

sgc-/pla2-/pia- 0.48 ± 0.06 5.01 ± 0.2 

sgc-/pla2-/pia- + 20µM LY N.D. 0.022 ± 0.003 
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cells that were mixed with unlabeled wild-type cells. N.D., the chemotactic index of sgc-/pla2-/pia- in the presence 

of LY cannot be determined because cells do exhibit sufficient movement to determine the direction of movement.  

 

 

Ras activation is upstream and independent of all four amplification pathways 

Kortholt et al [21] have shown that sgc-/pla2- cells in the presence of 90µM LY, in which all four 

signaling pathways are inhibited, exhibit nearly normal Ras activation in response to uniform 

1µM cAMP stimulation and in a cAMP gradient (1µM cAMP in pipet).  To study Ras activation, 

sgc-/pla2-/pia- cells were transfected with pDM115-Raf-RBD-GFP which is a marker for 

activated RasC/G. For confocal LS Microscopy, these cells were mixed with wild type AX3 in a 

50%-50% mixture and were starved for 6 hours before starting the experiment. The mixing with 

AX3 was done to ensure that sgc-/pla2-/pia- mutant develops cAMP receptors during starvation 

since it is unable to do cAMP relay by itself. The quantification of Ras activation upon uniform 

cAMP stimulation in sgc-/pla2-/pia- was measured as % depletion in cytosolic intensity of Raf-

RBD-GFP.. The % depletion was found to be 30.9 ± 1.2 % in cells without LY and 30.1 ± 0.9 % in 

the cells with 20µM LY (cells were incubated with LY for 20 min) (fig5). Since, these values are 

comparable with response of AX3 (29.7% ± 0.8 %) [28], hence, we can conclude that Ras 

activation to uniform cAMP is upstream and independent of all four amplification pathways of 

chemotaxis pathway.  

Further, we also investigated and quantified the activated Ras in cAMP gradient, which 

was observed as a crescent of Raf-RBD-GFP at the front of the cell exposed to cAMP. The 
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fluorescent intensity of RBD-Raf–GFP in the crescent was determined with curved lines using 

ImageJ. The crescent of RBD-Raf–GFP at the leading edge is defined as the cell boundary with 

fluorescent intensity that is at least 1.3-fold the fluorescent intensity of the cytoplasm. The 

amount of Ras activation is defined as the product of crescent length and increase of 

fluorescence intensity at the cell boundary above the level in the cytoplasm. AX3 in a cAMP 

gradient are very polarized and exhibit strong localization of RBD-Raf–GFP in a well-defined 

crescent with a length of 4.4±0.6 µm and an intensity that is 230±50% above the intensity of 

the cytoplasm (fig5d). sgc-/pla2-/pia- cells in cAMP gradient are less polarized and have a 

broader leading edge (fig5d). Consistent with a broader leading edge, RBD-Raf–GFP is enriched 

in a larger crescent with a length of 7.6±0.6 µm and with a lower fluorescent intensity that is 

130±30% above the intensity of the cytoplasm. It appears that the amount of activated Ras 

(product of length and intensity of crescent) is not significantly different between wild-type 

(1,012±260 µm%) and sgc-/pla2-/pia- cells (988±240 µm%). Since the amount of Ras in sgc-

/pla2-/pia- cells in response to cAMP gradient is comparable with wild type AX3, hence, it 

proves that Ras activation in a cAMP gradient is upstream and independent of all four 

amplification pathways. 
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(a) 

 

 

                                                                              (b) 
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(c) 

 

 

(d) 

Figure5. Confocal images of sgc-/pla2-/pia- showing Ras activation upon uniform cAMP stimulation and in cAMP 

gradient. (a) Ras activation in sgc-/pla2-/pia- upon uniform 1µM cAMP stimulation without LY and with 20µM LY 

Cells were incubated with 20µM LY for 20 min. (b) Graph showing response of activated Ras at the membrane 

upon uniform cAMP stimulation without LY. (c) Graph showing response of activated Ras at the membrane in 

presence of 20µM LY. 20µM LY inhibits PI3K pathway and generates a four pathway null mutant. Since the Ras 

activation in 3p- and/or 4p- is comparable to AX3, we can conclude that Ras activation occurs upstream as well as 

independent of the four amplification pathways. (d) Confocal images showing activated Ras at the front of the cells 
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in cAMP gradient (1µM cAMP in pipet). The asterisks indicate the position of the pipette; scale bar, 5µm. The 

amount of Ras activation (defined as the product of crescent size and increase of fluorescence intensity) in sgc-

/pla2-/pia- cells in response to cAMP gradient is found to be comparable with wild type AX3. 

 

 

 PIP3 and actin activation in sgc-/pla2-/pia- is similar to the activation in AX3 

For this study, sgc-/pla2-/pia- cells were transfected with pDM115-PH-CRAC-GFP (marker for 

PIP3) and pLB15B-LimE-GFP (marker for F-actin). The mutant was mixed with AX3 in a 50%-50% 

mixture for the same reason as explained above and then studied for the response to uniform 

1µM cAMP stimulation. The sgc-/pla2-/pia- mutant showed a nice PIP3 activation at the 

membrane upon uniform cAMP stimulation (fig6a). Upon quantification, PIP3 activation 

(measured as % depletion in cytosolic intensity) in sgc-/pla2-/pia- was found to be 49.0% ± 1.2% 

which is comparable to AX3 (51.3% ± 0.9%) (fig6b). Similarly, studies were done for activation 

of actin in sgc-/pla2-/pia- mutant in uniform cAMP (fig6a). The activation of actin in sgc-/pla2-

/pia- was measured to be 52.4% ± 2.1%, which is also comparable to AX3 (51.8% ± 1.9%) (fig6c) 

[29]. These observations are consistent with the results published by Kortholt et al [21] showing 

that F-actin and PIP3 formation does not depend on signaling pathways.  
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                                  PH CRAC (marker for PIP3)                                                             LimE (marker for F-Actin) 

(a) 

 

 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

Figure6. Confocal images showing activation of PIP3 and actin in sgc-/pla2-/pia- upon cAMP stimulation. (a) 

Confocal images showing activated PIP3 (PH-CRAC is PIP3 marker) and activated actin (LimE is actin marker) at the 

membrane upon uniform cAMP stimulation (scale bar 10µm), (b) Graph showing PH-CRAC-GFP activation in 

response to uniform cAMP. (c)  Graph showing LimE-GFP activation in response to uniform cAMP. The activation of 

all the markers is found to be comparable to AX3. These results confirm that amplification pathways play a role 

only in shallow/ very shallow cAMP gradients and not in steep cAMP gradients (uniform stimulation). 

 

 

PI3K and TORC2 pathways are cross-regulated 

We have seen above how TORC2 plays an important role during development and chemotaxis 

in Dictyostelium. TORC2 is a protein kinase phosphorylating its substrates PKBA and PKBR1 [20], 

which in turn phosphorylate several downstream effectors to control chemotaxis and 

development in Dictyostelium [2]. PKBA is also activated by PIP3 that is produced by receptor-
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stimulated PI3K activity [30]. It is known that cAMP-dependent ACA activation pathway shares 

components with some chemotaxis pathways including TORC2-PDK-PKBA pathway [18]. 

Further, studies by Meili et al. have shown that pkba-/pkbr1- cells have impaired ACA activation 

[31]. Altogether, this suggests that TORC2-mediated activation of PKBA/PKBR1 substrate(s) 

regulates ACA activity and, thus, development in Dictyostelium. We investigated the 

downstream effects of the TORC2 and PI3K pathways by studying phosphorylation of PKBA and 

PKBR1 in three pathways null mutant sgc-/pla2-/pia- and four pathways null mutant sgc-/pla2-

/pia- + 20µM LY. The assay was done as per protocol explained in the materials and methods 

section and wild type AX3 was taken as a positive control. In AX3, we observed strong 

phosphorylation of both PKBA and PKBR1 (fig 7a).  Regarding PKBR1 phosphorylation, we 

observed a very strong ~95% reduction in sgc-/pla2-/pia- cells, confirming the role of Pia in the 

TORC2 complex for PKBR1 phosphorylation. Interestingly, addition of the PI3K inhibitor 20µM 

LY to wild-type cells results in a ~46% reduction of PKBR1 phosphorylation (fig7a), suggesting 

that PKBR1 phosphorylation is partly regulated by PI3K-mediated PIP3 production. These results 

are similar to the research findings by Kamimura et al. who have previously shown that PKBR1 

is also phosphorylated by PI3K-regulated PIP3 [2]. This PKBR1 regulation by PI3K-regulated PIP3 

was reconfirmed by the results of phosphorylation assay with sgc-/pla2-/pia-: the small amount 

of residual PKBR1 phosphorylation in sgc-/pla2-/pia-cells is completely inhibited upon addition 

of 20µM LY (fig7b), which reconfirms the partial regulation of PKBR1 by PI3K-regulated PIP3.  

Regarding PKBA phosphorylation, we observed bands of PKBA phosphorylation in AX3 

that are partly (~67%) inhibited by 20µM LY (fig7a). This was not expected since 20µM LY 

completely inhibits PI3K pathway, suggesting that PKBA is also phosphorylated by another 
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kinase. Also unexpected is the very  strong phosphorylation of PKBA in sgc-/pla2-/pia- cells that 

is ~xx% of PKBA phosphorylation in AX3 cells (fig7b). Interestingly, addition of 20µM LY to sgc-

/pla2-/pia- completely inhibited this strong PKBA phosphorylation, suggesting that it is 

mediated by PI3K pathway. It also suggests that the residual 33% phosphorylation of AX3 in the 

presence of 20µM LY is mediated by the TORC2 pathway. 

Relative comparison of intensities of both the phosphorylated protein bands of PKBA 

and PKBR1 is shown (fig7 c,d) and allows to estimate the relative contribution of PI3K and 

TORC2 to the phosphorylation of PKBA and PKBR1. The estimates show that PKBR1 

phosphorylation compared to AX3 cells is 5% in 3p null cell (by PI3K) and 55% in AX3+LY (by 

TORC2), so PKBR1 is phosphorylated for about 5 to 10% by PI3K and mainly by TORC2. Similarly, 

PKBA phosphorylation compared to AX3 cells is 525% in 3p null cell (by PI3K) and 33% in AX3+LY 

(by TORC2), so PKBA is phosphorylated about 10 to 33% by TORC2 and mainly by PI3K. PI3K and 

TorC2 pathways together are responsible for all phosphorylation of PKBA and PKBR1, because 

no phosphorylation of PKBA and PKBR1 is detectable anymore in sgc-/pla2-/pia- cells in the 

presence of 20µM LY.   
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(e) Proposed model of cross regulation between amplification pathways: PI3K and TORC2 
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Figure7. Cross regulation of PI3K and TORC2 pathways. Phosphorylation of PKBR1 (≈75kDa) and PKBA (≈50kDa) 

at various time points (in seconds) after stimulating the cells with 1µM cAMP. (a) Blot showing phosphorylation 

assay results of AX3 in the absence and presence of 20µM LY; cells were preincubated with 20µM LY for 20 min.  

(b) Blot showing phosphorylation assay results of sgc-/pla2-/pia- in the absence and presence of 20µM LY. Cells 

were pulsed with cAMP during starvation (50 nM cAMP added every 6 minutes between 1 and 5.5 hours of 

starvation).  (c,d) shows the comparison of intensities of phosphorylated bands of both PKBA and PKBR1 in the 

presence and absence of 20µM LY. The % values in the brackets refer to the intensities of the bands, quantified 

using ImageJ software, relative to the intensity of the bands in AX3 in the absence of LY,. (e) Based on these 

phosphorylation assay results, we propose a model of cross regulation between two amplification pathways: PI3K 

and TOR phosphorylate mainly PKB and PKBR1, respectively (black arrows) and exhibit a minor ~10% cross 

phosphorylation (blue arrow).  

 

 

 

Conclusions  

Pia is part of the TORC2 complex, together with three other components, TOR, Lst8 and RIP3; 

the TOR kinase leads to PKBR1 phosphorylation. Based on the phenotype of deletion mutants, it 

is concluded that TORC2 does not play role in regulating growth in Dictyostelium.  TORC2 

regulates signal relay in Dictyostelium development via PKBR1 mediated regulation of adenylyl 

cyclase activity. In mixtures with wild type cells, sgc-/pla2-/pia- cells form mixed aggregates and 

fruiting bodies, indicating that the defect in cAMP relay is rescued by the cAMP signal from 

wild-type cells, and that sgc-/pla2-/pia- cells can respond to this cAMP signal to provide 

chemotaxis and sufficient developmental gene expression to allow formation of a fruiting body. 
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Interestingly, Pia is essential for formation of viable spores during Dictyostelium development 

since sgc-/pla2- mutant can form viable spores but sgc-/pla2-/pia- fails to do so. The phenotype 

of sgc-/pla2-/pia- cells resembles very much the phenotype of pia- cells, but the phenotypic 

defects are generally stronger. Rescue of sgc-/pla2-/pia- cells by wild type is more variable that 

rescue of pia- cells and requires optimal developmental timing and coordination of mutant and 

wild-type cells. Also chemotaxis and the ability to form mature spores is more defective in sgc-

/pla2-/pia- cells compared to pia- cells [18]. Apparently, cells with multiple deletions of 

signaling pathways become functionally instable even though many individual deletions have 

no effect.  

Deletion of signaling pathways reduce chemotaxis in shallow gradients but cells retain 

chemotaxis in steep gradients, even when all four signaling pathways are inhibited 

simultaneously [21]. The TORC2 and PI3K pathways synergizes, which means that the 

chemotaxis defects in shallow gradient of the double mutant is stronger than the sum of the 

defects of the individual mutants. The observed  cross–regulation of PKBA and PKBR1 by PI3K 

and TORC2 (fig 7e) provides an explanation for this observation, as PKBA in pi3k- cells is still 

partly activated by TORC2 and PKBR1 in pia- cells by PI3K.  

The TORC2 complex consists of four proteins. Deletion of either of Pia, Lst8 or Rip3 (Tor 

knockout is lethal) yield cells that are unable to fully activate PKBA and PKBR1, are defective in 

cAMP relay, and exhibit reduced chemotaxis. Interestingly, careful analysis reveals that each 

null mutant has a different phenotype. Pia- cells are unpolarized and move slowly [16], rip3- 

cells polarize and move well in cAMP gradients [19], whereas lst8 null cells are unpolarized, 
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move slowly in cAMP gradients and have abolished aggregation which is not rescued by cAMP 

pulse [20] . In addition, pia- cells do not make mature spores, whereas no defects in spore 

formation have been reported for rip3- and lst8- cells. This may indicate that next to a function 

of Pia in the TORC2 complex Pia may also have a signaling function independent of TORC2. In 

addition to this, a recent study by He et al., has revealed that Rictor (mammalian homolog for 

Pia in Dictyostelium) regulates neutrophil chemotaxis through mechanisms independent of 

mTORC2 and mTOR kinase activity. Further, they report that Rictor is an essential regulator of 

the actin cytoskeleton in neutrophils during chemotaxis as Cells lacking Rictor have impaired 

chemoattractant-induced actin polymerization [36]. Our results from this study are consistent 

and extend with previous published research which confirms the important role played by 

TORC2 in regulating chemotaxis.  

 

 

 

Materials and Methods 

pia gene knock out 

The pia-knock-out construct was assembled from three pieces (Fig S1). The PCR primers used 

for pia part I e e: fo a d p i e  ’- ATGACAAGTTCTGATAGTAGTGTAAATAC- ’ a d e e se 

p i e  ’- CTAAACCTTTCACAAAGCAATGTGGC- ’. The PCR p i e s used fo  pia part II were: 

fo a d p i e  ’-TACGTAGATAATGGACTAATTGAGGGATTGG- ’ a d e e se p i e  ’- 
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CCAAGCCATTGTTGAGAATAGTTTC- ’. Neo i  assette as obtained from plasmid pDM214 

by cutting it with restriction enzymes: BamHI and XhoI. The sticky ends of the neomycin 

cassette were made blunt by filling up of the overhangs using klenow fragment. Then, the 

neomycin cassette was inserted in between pia part I and pia part II. Of all the clones obtained,  

a working clone was selected in which the neomycin cassette was inserted in the reverse 

di e tio  ’- ’  as o pa ed to the di e tio  of the pia pa t I-pia pa t II o st u t ’- ’  .  

After successful PCR checks to prove correct assembly of the knock-out construct, a 

large scale PCR was done with pblue-pia part I-neomycin-pia part II as a template and the 

primer set: pia part I fo a d p i e  ’- ATGACAAGTTCTGATAGTAGTGTAAATAC- ’ a d pia 

part II reverse pri e  ’- CCAAGCCATTGTTGAGAATAGTTTC- ’. The PCR p odu t at least µg  

obtained was used to transfect the parental strain sgc-/pla2- as per protocol [37]. After 3 

weeks, the colonies started to appear. DNA was isolated from 3 colonies that were used to 

screen for potential knock-outs of the pia gene. The primers used for PCR checks were: NeoFwA 

’-CAGCGCATCGCCTTCTATCGCCTTCTTG- ’, NeoF B ’-GCAGGTTCTCCGGCCGCTTGGGTG- ’, 

NeoR A ’-CACCCAAGCGGCCGGAGAACCTGC- ’, NeoR B ’-

CAAGAAGGCGATAGAAGGCGATGCGCTG- ’, piaFP B ’-

GAGAGAAGGGGGCAAAGAGGCATATATAATAG- ’, piaRP  ’-

GAGATTAAAACTTCCAATGCTACACAAGCAGTACGAAC- ’. We o tai ed  lo es ith u disputed 

prove for disruption of the pia gene: A3, C12 and H9 which were named based on their position 

in a 96-well plate. 
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Growth kinetics of sgc-/pla2-/pia- 

Dictyostelium cells were grown in shaking culture starting from cell density of 0.5x10
6
cells/ml. 

Care was taken that the cell density is maintained in the log phase of Dictyostelium growth 

curve (0.1x10
7
cells/ml - 0.9x10

7
cells/ml) throughout the duration of experiment. The cell 

density was measured after 6 hours. This was done for all the 3 clones of sgc-/pla2-/pia- 

mutants: A3, H9 and C12. AX3 was taken as a control to compare the growth rate of mutants. 

The results shown in the study are average of three independent experiments. The doubling 

time (n) was measured according to the equation1:  

N = No . 2
t/n

  

 

 

 

 

                        ⇒                               (equation1) 

 

where No = initial cell density (cells/ml), N = cell density (cells/ml) after time t (hours), t = time 

elapsed (hours) and n = doubling time (hours).  

 

PKBR1 and PKBA Phosphorylation assay 
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1x10
8
 cells were taken and washed twice with sterile phosphate buffer. Firstly, the cells were 

put on shaker in sterile PB for 1 hour. Then, the cells were pulsed with 50nM cAMP after every 

6 minutes in shaking culture for 4.5 hours. After pulsing, the cells were washed twice with 

sterile PB and resuspended again in sterile PB. Then, the cells were basalated with 5mM 

caffeine for 20 minutes on shaker. After that, the cells were again washed twice with sterile PB, 

resuspended in sterile PB and kept on ice for 5 minutes before starting the assay. Sample tubes 

containing SDS loading buffer were placed on 95°C heat block. Before stimulating the cells with 

cAMP, sample at t=0s was collected by adding some cells to the sample tube containing SDS 

buffer on 95°C heat block. Then, the rest of the cells were stimulated with 1µM cAMP and 

samples were collected in the same manner as explained above at t= 30s, 60s, 90s. All the 

samples were incubated at 95°C for 5 minutes and then subjected to SDS-PAGE. After that, the 

transfer of proteins from gel to nitrocellulose membrane was done at 20V for 1 hour. The 

membrane was blocked in 5% blocking buffer (skimmed milk in TBST) for 1h at RT and then 

incubated with Phospho-PKC (pan) antibody [Cell Signalling; Rabbit mAb] (1:2,000 in TBST) 

overnight at 4°C. Next day, after several washes with TBST, the membrane was incubated with 

anti-rabbit IgG HRP linked antibody (1:2,000 in 5% blocking buffer) for 1h at RT. After several 

washes with TBST, the membrane was incubated with SuperSignal West Dura Substrate 

[Thermo Scientific] and was developed in dark room. Later, the membrane was stripped, 

blocked in 5% blocking buffer and incubated with anti-actin antibody (mouse mAb) (1:20,000 in 

TBST) overnight at 4°C. Then, the membrane was washed several times with TBST and 

incubated with anti-mouse IgG HRP linked antibody (1:2,000 in 5% blocking buffer) for 1h at RT. 
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Then, the membrane was incubated with Lumi-Light Western Blotting Substrate [Roche] and 

was developed in dark room.  

 

Developmental studies of sgc-/pla2-/pia- 

A total of 2x10
7
 cells were taken each for AX3 (100%), sgc-/pla2-/pia- (100%) and AX3 + sgc-

/pla2-/pia- (50%-50% mixture) to study development. The cells were washed twice with sterile 

phosphate buffer and then placed as a uniform monolayer of cells (2 x 10
6
 cells/cm

2
 in a 6-well 

plate) on NN (Non Nutrient) agar (11 mM KH2PO4, 2.8 mM Na2HPO4, 7 g/l hydrophobic agar). 

The cells were allowed to undergo development which was recorded by phase contrast 

microscope. 

 

 

Sporulation assay  

100% AX3, AX3 + sgc-/pla2-/pia- in 50%-50% mixture and AX3 + sgc-/pla2-/pia- in 50%-50% 

mixture after overnight refrigeration were allowed to undergo development as previously 

described and the spores were harvested.  Then, the spore viability test was done to select only 

viable spores by heating the harvested spores at 45°C for 30 min [27]. Then, 100 viable spores 

from each of the experimental sets were plated on 
13 SM plates (4.62g KH2PO4, 2.0g K2HPO4, 

6.6g dextrose, 6.6g bactopeptone, 0.66g yeast extract, H20 to 2 liters, 20g agar/1L) having 
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Klebsiella lawns.  The plates were incubated at 22°C to allow germination of spores. After 

germination, a spore releases many cells which grow by eating Klebsiella from the lawn, 

thereby, leaving a plaque on the lawn. In a plaque, the cells on the periphery continue to eat 

and encroach into fresh Klebsiella lawn whereas the cells in the center undergo starvation due 

to unavailability of Klebsiella in the center of plaque. This starvation of cells in the center of a 

plaque leads the cells to enter development. A plaque containing fruiting body in its center is 

counted as agg
+
 (aggregation-positive) clone and a plaque without fruiting body in its center is 

counted as agg
-
 (aggregation-negative) clone. The results shown are average of three 

independent experiments. 

 

Chemotaxis assay  

For the assay, GFP-fused sgc-/pla2-/pia- cells (cells over expressing pDM115-Raf-RBD-GFP 

which is marker for activated Ras cells) were harvested, washed twice in phosphate buffer and 

starved in PB on shaker with 6 minute pulses of 100nM cAMP for 5 hours. Then, the cells were 

resuspended in PB at a density of 6x10
6
 cells /ml. Small droplet (~100 µl) of cells was placed on 

a glass slide. Micropipette containing 10 
- 6

 M cAMP was placed in an area with lesser cells in 

the droplet. Chemotaxis of cells towards cAMP was then recorded with Zeiss LSM 510 META 

NLO confocal laser scanning microscope (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany) equipped with a Zeiss plan-

apochromatic 63X numerical aperture 1.4 objective.   
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Localization of GFP-tagged proteins in uniform cAMP stimulation using Confocal LSM  

Cells overexpressing plasmids with various GFP-markers, pDM115-Raf-RBD-GFP (marker for 

activated Ras), pDM115-PH-CRAC-GFP (marker for PIP3) and pLB15B-LimE-GFP (marker for F-

actin), were used to study the response of various markers in uniform cAMP stimulation. The 

cells were harvested, washed twice in phosphate buffer, starved in PB on shaker with 6 minute 

pulses of 100nM cAMP for 5 hours and were again resuspended in PB at a density of 6x10
6
 cells 

/ml. Small droplet of cells (~100µl) was placed on a glass slide and cells were allowed to adhere 

to the bottom. Then, the cells were stimulated with 1µM cAMP. The response of the cells 

towards cAMP stimulation was recorded with Zeiss LSM 510 META NLO confocal laser scanning 

microscope (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany) equipped with a Zeiss plan-apochromatic 63X numerical 

aperture 1.4 objective. The quantification for the membrane association of GFP-tagged proteins 

upon cAMP stimulation was done by measuring the drop in the fluorescence intensity of cytosol 

after cAMP stimulation and comparing with fluorescence intensity of cytosol before cAMP 

stimulation. The measurements for cytosolic fluorescence intensity were done by using ImageJ 

software. The values shown in this study are from three independent stimulations with ~20 

cells being analyzed in each of the stimulations. 

 

Localisation of GFP-tagged proteins in cAMP gradient using Confocal LSM 

Similar to the above study, the cells overexpressing various GFP-tagged markers were studied 

for localization of markers in response to micropipette containing 10 
- 4

 cAMP. The field of 
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observation was 206 x 206 µm. The quantification of the response was done by dividing the 

moving cell into three equal regions (front, middle and rear region) by drawing two lines 

perpendicular to the direction of cell movement. The front of a cell is defined as the foremost 

point of the cell in the direction of movement towards the cAMP source. For analyzing the 

fluorescence intensity of a marker in cAMP gradient, the mean fluorescence intensity of cytosol 

in the front one-third region was compared with the mean fluorescence intensity of cytosol in 

the middle one-third region taking care to exclude nucleus and vacuoles [29]. The data shown 

here is average of three independent experiments with ~20 cells analyzed in each of the 

experiments.  

Supplementary Information 

FigureS1. PCR checks performed to confirm pia gene knockout. 
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(ii) 

FigureS1. PCR checks performed to confirm pia gene knockout. Several PCR checks were performed by using 

various primer sets to ensure that we have the correct construct with all its fragments in the correct orientations. 

In the figure, the primers represented in identical colors (i-ii) were used as primer pairs to carry out PCR checks for 

the correct insert and correct orientation in the construct pblue-pia part I-neomycin cassette-pia part II. 
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Abstract 

The Target Of Rapamycin Complex 2 (TORC2) plays a conserved role in regulating 

cytoskeleton dynamics and cell migration. In chapter 3, we have shown that Dictyostelium 

TORC2 is regulated by the small G-proteins RasC and Rap1. RasC binds to the Tor component 

of TORC2, while Rap1 binds to the RIP3 component of TORC2. Here, we show that also 

heterotri eri  G protei s i d dire tl  to disti t o po e ts of the TORC  o ple ; Gα  

a d Gα4 i d to Lst8, hile G interacts with Pia. Our preliminary data suggest that binding 

of Gα  to TORC  a ti ates the PKBR  phosphor latio  path a  hereas i di g of Gα4 a d 

Gβγ does ot see  to i du e PKBR  phosphor latio . Altogether, our results pro ide 

evidence that TORC2 interacts directly with both monomeric and heterotrimeric G proteins. 

This suggests that TORC2 complex occupies a promising position in the chemotaxis cascade 

where it may integrate multiple input signals towards various downstream processes. 
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Introduction 

TORC (Target Of Rapamycin Complex) is a serine/threonine kinase containing complex that 

controls growth and metabolism of cells in response to nutrients, growth factors and cellular 

energy status [1, 2]. The complex is evolutionary conserved from yeast to mammals and is 

present as two structurally and functionally distinct multi-protein complexes: TORC1 and 

TORC2. In Dictyostelium, TORC1 plays a role in regulating protein synthesis, ribosome 

biogenesis, transcription and autophagy [3-5]. Although the molecular function of TORC2 in 

Dictyostelium is not completely resolved, it is clear that TORC2 plays an important role in 

regulating chemotaxis, signal relay and the actin cytoskeleton [6].   

The Dictyostelium TORC2 complex consists of Lst8 (mLst8 in mammals), Rip3 (mSin1), 

Pia (RICTOR) and Tor (mTor) [7-9]. Tor is a serine threonine protein kinase, which upon 

activation of the TORC2 complex directly phosphorylates its substrates PKBR1 and to less extent 

PKBA [10]. So far all attempts to generate a tor knock out failed, suggesting it has an essential 

function [11].  Cells lacking any of the TORC2 components: pia, lst8 or rip3, have impaired 

chemotaxis and strong developmental defects and are unable to fully activate PKBA and PKBR1 

[12], thus, suggesting that all components are necessary to fully activate the complex. On the 

other hand, each deletion mutant has also specific defects:  lst8 null cells have decreased F-

actin polymerization, rip3 null cells have decreased guanylyl cyclase activity and pia null cells 

are unpolarized and defective in adenylyl cyclase activation [9, 10, 12]. This suggests that the 

individual TORC2 components may be involved in regulating specific and distinct downstream 

processes in addition to PKBR1 phosphorylation. 
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 Previously we have shown that activation of the TORC2 complex is regulated by the two 

small G-proteins; RasC and Rap1 ([13]; chapter 4). RasC interacts with Tor to regulate TORC2 

activity, whereas Rap1 regulates TORC2 activity via direct binding to RIP3 (chapter 3). Here in 

this chapter, we provide evidence that also the hete ot i e i  Gα a d Gβγ p otei s egulate 

activation of TORC2 by binding to specific components of TORC2.  

Results and Discussion 

Heterotrimeric G proteins directly bind to specific components of TORC2 

The prima facie evidence of heterotrimeric G proteins binding directly to the TORC2 complex 

was obtained from pull-down screens in Dictyostelium lysate with GST-fused heterotrimeric G 

proteins as bait [14]. Analysing the i te a to e  ass spe t o et  e ealed that Gα  a d 

Gα  e e spe ifi all  i di g to Lst , hile Gβγ as spe ifi all  i di g to Pia Fig 1a,b). By co-

IP assa s e o fi ed that the hete ot i e i  G p otei s Gα  a d Gα  a  i d to the ait 

Lst8. The co-i u op e ipitatio  e pe i e ts ith the ait Pia e eal i di g of Gα  a d Gβγ 

(Fig 1b . The p ese e of Gα  i  the o-IP assay with Pia-GFP is unexpected as PIA was not 

fou d i  the i te a to e of Gα  in vitro. Be ause Gα  i ds st o gl  to Lst  in vitro and in vivo, 

and because the TORC2 complex hardly dissociates in in-vivo co-IPs [13], the finding of GST-Gα  

in the Pia-GFP co-immunoprecipitation experiments may represent indirect binding to Pia via 

Lst8.  

Next we i estigated hethe  the i te a tio  et ee  Gα  a d Lst  is u leotide-

dependent by performing co-IP assay in different buffers. The co-IP results (Fig 1c) between the 

ait Lst  a d Gα  i  diffe e t uffe s sho  that i te a tio  et ee  Lst  a d Gα  is stronger in 
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its active (GppNHp) state than its inactive (GDP) state. Furthermore, the results show that 

i te a tio  et ee  Lst  a d Gα  is u leotide depe de t si e the i te a tio  is eake  i  

presence than in the absence of 2mM EDTA. In the presence of EDTA, Mg
++

 ions are chelated; 

thereby the affinity of G-protein for nucleotides becomes very low, resulting in primarily 

nucleotide free protein. Ou  esults p o ide e ide e that Gα  i ds to Lst  i  a u leotide 

dependent way, and has the strongest binding to the active state.  

                                  

                                          (a)                                                                           (b) 
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(c)  

Figure1. Heterotrimeric G proteins directly bind to specific components of the TORC2 complex. (a) Blot showing 

GST-Gα  a d GST-Gα  o-immunoprecipitation with the bait T7-tagged Lst8 in the presence of  Anti-T7 antibody. 

The lanes in the blot represented by numbers refer to cell line used:protein expressed for co-IP:protein detected 

on blot. The lanes on the blot are as follows 1, AX3:T7-Lst8:GST-Gα ; , AX :T -Lst8:GST-Gα ; , AX :T -Lst8:GST. 

Lst8 and associated proteins were precipitated from lysates using Anti-T7 antibody, the precipitated proteins were 

separated and the blot was stained with anti-GST antibody. Cells containing GST-tagged empty vector were taken 

as negative control to rule out non-specific interaction between Lst8 and GST. (b) Blot showing co-

immunoprecipitation of GFP-fused Pia as bait with GST-fused heterotrimeric G proteins in the presence of anti-GFP 

antibody. The lanes on the blot are as follows 4, AX3:GFP-Pia:GST-Gα ; , AX :GFP-Pia:GST-Gα ; , AX :GFP-

Pia:GST-Gβγ; , AX :GFP-Pia:GST. Pia and associated proteins were precipitated from lysates using Anti-GFP 

antibody, the precipitated proteins were separated and the blot was stained with anti-GST antibody. (c) Blot 

showing GST-Gα  o-immunoprecipitation with T7-tagged Lst8 in 4 different buffers: without EDTA, with EDTA, 

ith GDP a d ith GppNHP. The lot sho s that Gα  i di g to Lst  is st o ge  i  its a ti e GppNHp  state tha  

its i a ti e GDP  state. Fu the , it sho s that Gα -Lst8 interaction is stronger in buffer without 2mM EDTA as 

o pa ed to uffe  ith M EDTA, the e , o fi i g that Gα -Lst8 interaction is nucleotide dependent. Error 

bars represent mean ± standard deviation of 3 independent experiments (Student t-test, **P < 0.01). Molecular 

weights of GST-Gα = .  kDa, GST-Gα = .  kDa, GST-Gβγ=  kDa, GST=  kDa. 
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TORC2 is a tivated y Gα2 ut not y Gα4 and Gβγ 

Previously, we have shown that addition of GppNHp bound purified GST-fused RasC or Rap1 to 

Dictyostelium lysate results in the rapid activation of the TORC2 complex as measured by an 

increase in PKBR1 phosphorylation (chapter 3). Here in this chapter, we used the same assay to 

stud  the effe t of Gα o  G binding to the TORC2 complex on PKBR1 phosphorylation. Our 

p eli i a  data suggest that i te a tio  of a ti e GppNHp loaded Gα  ith the TORC  

complex leads to activation of the PKBR1 pathway (Fig 2a). In addition to this, we also show 

that TORC2 is neithe  a ti ated  Gα  o   Gβγ Fig 2b). Purified GST protein was used as a 

negative control to rule out TORC2 activation due to GST (Fig 2b).  
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(a)   

 

                                                                                                (b) 

Figure . TORC  is a ti ated  Gα  ut ot  Gα4 a d Gβγ. In vitro TORC2 activation was studied using a fresh 

lysate of wild type cells and purified GST-fused proteins loaded with GppNHp. PKBR1 phosphorylation at various 

time points 0, 30, 60, 90, 120 and 150 (in seconds) was used as a measure of TORC2 activation. The % of adjusted 

intensity was determined by normalizing the individual experimental band intensity to loading control band 

intensity. (a) Blots showing that GST-Gα .GppNHp leads to a ti atio  of TORC2 complex. However. Actin was used 

as a loading control in the assay. (b) Blots showing that TORC2 complex is not activated by GST-Gα .GppNHp a d 

GST-Gβγ. GST-fused proteins were used as loading (input) controls in each assay. Purified GST protein was used as 

a negative control to rule out TORC2 activation due to GST. 

 

TORC2 as an integrator of multiple signals in chemotaxis cascade  

Here in this chapter, we have shown that TORC2 complex is not only regulated by monomeric G 

proteins, but also by heterotrimeric G proteins which bind to distinct and specific components 
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of TORC2 (Fig 3 . We ha e also sho  that hile Gα  a ti ates TORC  o ple , Gα  a d Gβγ 

do not activate TORC2 in terms of PKBR1 phosphorylation. We predict that these non-activating 

regulators of TORC2 may have different functions: firstly, these regulators may have a scaffold 

function by which they regulate localization of TORC2 complex at the leading edge and/or 

facilitate increased binding of other activators to the TORC2 complex. Secondly, these 

regulators may be involved in regulating various downstream processes other than PKBR1 

phosphorylation. This is supported by the observation that all the single mutants of TORC2 have 

different phenotypes (Chapter 2B, [8, 9, 12]).  To better understand the role(s) played by 

heterotrimeric G proteins in TORC2 regulation, future research should focus on studying TORC2 

activation in response to all permutations and combinations possible among heterotrimeric G 

proteins. 

 

Figure3. Model showing the integrating role of the TORC2 complex. The Dictyostelium TORC2 complex is 
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regulated by heterotrimeric G proteins, Ras and Rap proteins which bind to specific components of TORC2. While 

interactors shown in blue activate TORC2 activity upon binding; the interactors shown in grey most likely do not 

activate TORC2 activity. Since all these interactors are known to play diverse roles in chemotaxis, cell polarity and 

signal relay,  this places TORC2 in a position to integrate multiple signals in regulating diverse processes in 

Dictyostelium.    

 

 

Materials and Methods 

Plasmids and cell culture 

Vectors containing T7-tagged lst8 (Neomycin) and GFP-fused pia (Neomycin) were obtained 

from the Dictyostelium stock center. gα2, gα4 and gβγ were expressed as GST fusion protein 

from pDM314 [15] (Hygromycin) plasmid [14]. AX3 was used as a parent strain to make all cell 

lines. Dictyostelium cells were grown in axenic HL5 medium (ForMedium, Hunstanton, Norfolk, 

UK) at 22°C and transformants were generated by electroporation (single pulse with 

ele t opo ato  setti gs:  V,  Ω,  µF  [16]. Transformed cells were selected in 10 µg/ml 

Geneticin and 10 µg/ml Hygromycin B (both from Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY, USA) and 

expression was confirmed by immunoblotting.  

GST-fused protein purification   

The GST fusion constructs were expressed in Rosetta™ o pete t ells. Pu ified GST-fused 

heterotrimeric G proteins were obtained as described previously [17]. The cells were grown in 

TB (Terrific Broth; Roth) media with ampicillin (5 µg/ml) and chloramphenicol (5 µg/ml) and 
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induced at an A600 of 0.8 with 0.1 mM isopropyl-1-thio-β-D-galactopyranoside and incubated 

overnight at 25 °C. After protein production, the cells were pelleted (15 min, 4000 × g, 4 °C), 

washed in 0.9% NaCl, and resuspended in lysis buffer 50 mM Tris-Cl (pH7.5), 150 mM NaCl, 

5mM MgCl2, 5mM DTE/DTT and 5% glycerol). To inhibit protein degradation, 10 mg/ml of 

EDTA-free protease inhibitor cocktail tablet (Roche) was crushed and added. Cells were lysed by 

sonication (5 cycles, 20% amplitude with 30s on and 60s off). Lysates were cleared by 

centrifugation (1 hour, 25,000 × g at 4 °C), and fusion proteins were purified using a 

glutathione-Sepharose (GSH) affinity column (GE Healthcare). GST-fused proteins were eluted 

from the column in lysis buffer containing 20 mM glutathione. The protein, were further 

purified on a size exclusion column. The purified protein was concentrated using ultra 

centrifugal filter units (10kDa) [EMD Millipore], analyzed using SDS-PAGE, and the protein 

concentration was determined using the Bradford method (Bio-Rad). 

 

Co-immunoprecipitation assay               

AX3 co-transfected with a plasmid containing T7-tagged Lst8
 
and the plasmid pDK314 was used 

as a control to rule out non-specific interaction between Lst8 protein and GST. lst8 null cells 

were used as a negative control. Similarly, for Pia interaction study, AX3 cells were co-

transfected with plasmid containing GFP-tagged Pia
 
and the plasmid pDK314 containing GST-

fused heterotrimeric G proteins. For each assay, 1x10
8
 co-transfected AX3 cells were suspended 

in 500 µl of lysis buffer on ice (20 mM Tris [pH8.0], 0.2 mM EGTA, 5 mM MgCl2, 10% glycerol, 

EDTA-free protease inhibitor cocktail tablet [10 mg/ml; Roche]. Then, 500 µl of lysis buffer with 
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Triton X-100 (20 mM Tris pH 8.0, 0.2 mM EGTA, 5 mM MgCl2, 10% glycerol, EDTA-free protease 

inhibitor cocktail tablet [10 mg/ml; Roche], 2% Triton X-100 was added. After 20 minutes, the 

lysate was cleared by centrifugation for 2 minutes, 16000xg at 4°C. Subsequently, 3µl of anti-T7 

antibody (Rabbit antibody; Abcam) was added and the samples were rotated for 3 hours at 4°C. 

Then, 30µl of ProteinA Sepharose beads (GE Healthcare; washed thrice in lysis buffer) was 

added and the sample were rotated for 1 hour at 4°C. The beads were precipitated by 

centrifugation (400xg for 5 minutes) and washed thrice with lysis buffer. The proteins were 

separated by SDS PAGE and transferred to nitrocellulose membrane. The membrane was 

incubated with anti-GST antibody (1:10000; goat antibody; Abcam) for 3 hours at RT. After 

multiple washes with TBST, the membrane was incubated with anti-goat IgG-HRP linked 

antibody (1:10,000; Abcam) for 1 hour at RT. The blot was developed with LI-COR C-Digit blot 

scanner. After stripping, the membrane was incubated with anti-T7 antibody (Rabbit antibody; 

1:5000; Abcam) for 2 hours at RT and then with anti-rabbit IgG-HRP-linked antibody (1:10,000; 

Abcam) for 1 hour at RT.  

 

In vitro TORC2 activation using purified proteins 

To test the a ilit  of Gα , Gα  o  Gβγ to a ti ate TORC  i  ell l sates, the hete ot i e i  G 

proteins were loaded with GppNHp as previously described [18]. Aggregation competent wild-

type cells were harvested by centrifugation and re-suspended in buffer containing 50 mM Tris-

Cl (pH=7.5), 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 5 mM DTE, 5% Glycerol. Cells were lysed on 5 µm 

Nuclepore filter and the lysate was cleared by 16000 x g centrifugation for 5 min at 4°C. The cell 
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lysate was stimulated with 1 µM of nucleotide bound G protein and samples collected at the 

indicated times. TORC2 activity was assessed by evaluating the TORC2-mediated 

phosphorylation of PKBR1 as described previously [5], with the exception that an anti-phospho-

p70S6K antibody (Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA, USA) was used to detect 

phospho latio  of PKBR ’s h d opho i  otif TP
470). 
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The small GTPases Ras and Rap  
bind to and control TORC  activity
Ankita Khanna ,*, Pouya Loti ,*, Anita J. Chavan , Nieves M. Montaño , Parvin Bolourani , 

Gerald Weeks , Zhouxin shen , Steven P. Briggs , Henderikus pots , Peter J. M. Van Haastert , 

Arjan Kortholt  & pascale G. Charest

Target of Rapamycin Complex  TORC  has conserved roles in regulating cytoskeleton dynamics and 
cell migration and has been linked to cancer metastasis. (owever, little is known about the mechanisms 
regulating TORC  activity and function in any system. )n Dictyostelium, TORC  functions at the 
front of migrating cells downstream of the Ras protein RasC, controlling F-actin dynamics and cAMP 
production. (ere, we report the identiication of the small GTPase Rap  as a conserved binding partner 
of the TORC  component R)P /S)N , and that Rap  positively regulates the RasC-mediated activation 
of TORC  in Dictyostelium. Moreover, we show that active RasC binds to the catalytic domain of TOR, 
suggesting a mechanism of TORC  activation that is similar to Rheb activation of TOR complex . Dual 
Ras/Rap  regulation of TORC  may allow for integration of Ras and Rap  signaling pathways in directed 
cell migration.

he migration of cells in response to chemical signals (chemotaxis) is central to normal physiology and is involved 
in many pathological conditions, such as cancer cell metastasis. he Target of Rapamycin Complex 2 (TORC2) 
recently emerged as a key, conserved player in chemotaxis1. TOR complex 1 (TORC1) and TORC2 are conserved 
complexes formed by the serine/threonine kinase TOR. TORC1 is a master regulator of cell growth and its bio-
chemistry and regulation is well understood2. TORC2 plays evolutionarily conserved roles in controlling F-actin 
organization, and is involved in the regulation of various processes, including cell survival, protein synthesis, and 
metabolism3,4. However, in contrast to TORC1, little is understood as to how TORC2 is regulated in any system. 
Studies performed in Dictyostelium, a widely used model of eukaryotic chemotaxis, suggest that TORC2 acts as an 
integrator of cell movement and chemoattractant signal relay (when stimulated cells transmit chemoattractants 
to neighboring cells), thereby promoting group cell migration. In Dictyostelium, TORC2 is activated downstream 
from the chemoattractant (cAMP) receptor cAR1, a Ras guanine exchange factor (GEF)-containing complex 
termed Sca1C, and the Ras protein RasC, which is required for cAMP production and the signal relay response5–8.

In addition to the RasC-TORC2 pathway, chemoattractant stimulation induces the activation of several other 
signaling pathways initiated by Ras family GTPases, including RasG and Rap1. RasG is activated, in part, by the 
Ras GEF RasGEFR, and stimulates phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K) activity, thereby controlling the site of 
F-actin polymerization and directionality of migration9–12. Rap1 is activated downstream of RasG13, controls 
cell-substrate adhesion and promotes cell polarization by regulating F-actin remodeling, through both PI3K and 
Rac proteins, and by inhibiting myosin assembly at the leading edge, through its efector Phg214–18.

Here, using an unbiased proteomics approach to identify novel regulators of TORC2 in chemotaxis, we dis-
covered that Rap1 binds the TORC2 component RIP3/SIN1, and that, in addition to RasC, Dictyostelium Rap1 
regulates TORC2 activity. Further, we found that this interaction is conserved for human Rap1 and SIN1. Finally, 
we found that Dictyostelium RasC binds the catalytic domain of TOR, which suggests that RasC may regulate 
TORC2 via a mechanism similar to which Rheb regulates TORC119. We propose that the Ras and Rap1 regulation 
of TORC2 promotes the integration of Ras and Rap1 signaling pathways in response to chemoattractants, thereby 
coordinating signal relay with the motility cycle during chemotaxis.
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Results
Rap  is a conserved binding partner of TORC  component R)P /S)N  whereas RasC binds 
toR. To identify proteins regulating TORC2 function, we expressed His/Flag-tagged Pianissimo (HF-Pia), 
the Dictyostelium orthologue of mammalian TORC2 essential component Rictor, in piaA null cells, and used 
HF-Pia to purify TORC2 from cells stimulated by the chemoattractant (Fig. 1a). Proteins that co-purify with 
HF-Pia were identiied by mass spectrometry. As expected, known components of TORC2, and of protein syn-
thesis and folding complexes co-purify with HF-Pia (see Supplementary Table S1). Of interest, we found that the 
small GTPase Rap1 was speciically pulled-down with HF-Pia (Fig. 1b). In addition, in a pull-down screen that we 
previously performed with recombinant, puriied GST-fused Rap1 pre-loaded with non-hydrolyzable GppNHp 
(active state) or GDP (inactive state)16, we found that the TORC2 component RIP3 (orthologue of mammalian 
SIN1) speciically co-puriies with Rap1GppNHp (Fig. 1c). Together with our inding that Rap1 co-puriies with Pia, 
this observation suggests that Rap1 interacts with TORC2 by directly binding RIP3.

Similar to most Ras/Rap efectors, RIP3/SIN1 contains a Ras Binding Domain (RBD)20,21. Despite low amino 
acid sequence conservation, all RBDs have a typical ubiquitin-like fold that facilitates binding to Ras proteins. 
he RBD of RIP3 was previously shown to be important for TORC2 function in Dictyostelium chemotaxis and 
to bind the active form of the Ras protein RasG, and not RasC, in vitro22. However, in vivo, RasC, and not RasG, 
promotes TORC2 activation5,23. To determine if Rap1 directly interacts with the RBD of RIP3 (RIP3RBD), we 
assessed their binding in vitro, compared to the binding of RIP3RBD to other Dictyostelium Ras proteins (RasB, 
RasC, RasD, RasG and RasS). We found that only the active forms of Rap1 and RasG bind RIP3RBD in vitro 
(Fig. 1d). To quantify and compare the binding of RIP3RBD to Rap1 and RasG, we performed a guanine nucleotide 
dissociation (GDI) assay18. Nucleotide dependent binding of an efector to a GTP-bound G protein stabilizes the 
interaction between the G protein and nucleotide. his stabilization results in inhibition of nucleotide dissocia-
tion from the G protein/efector complex. RasG and Rap1 were pre-loaded with luorescent mGppNHp, and then 
incubated in the presence of excess unlabeled GppNHp with or without RIP3RBD. he exchange of mGppNHP 
for GppNHp was measured by monitoring luorescence decay. he resulting observed rate constant (kobs) of lu-
orescence decay was then determined as a measure of efector binding. In the presence of 1 µ M RIP3RBD, the kobs 
for mGppNHp dissociation from Rap1 is greatly reduced (kobs

Rap1 =  5.0 ×  10−5 s−1 versus kobs
Rap1+RIP3 =  1.0 ×  10−7 

s−1), whereas a RIP3 RBD mutant that disrupts Ras/Rap1 binding22 (see Supplemental Fig. S1b) has no efect, 
indicating that RIP3 is binding Rap1 with high ainity, and in a nucleotide dependent way (Fig. 1e). On the other 
hand, the presence of 1 µ M RIP3RBD did not inhibit nucleotide exchange on RasG (kobs

RasG =  5.9 ×  10−5 s−1 and  
kobs

 RasG+RIP3 =  6.0 ×  10−5 s−1). Consequently, the observation that RIP3 binds with high ainity to Rap1GppNHp sug-
gests RIP3 is a Rap1 efector, whereas the lack of high binding ainity of RIP3 for RasGGppNHp suggests RIP3 is not 
likely an efector of RasG, which is consistent with previous in vivo studies23. We then asked if Rap1 binding tRIP3 
is conserved in mammals by assessing the interaction of human Rap1b to SIN1RBD using puriied proteins in vitro. 
We observed that SIN1RBD binds GppNHp-loaded Rap1b and not nucleotide free Rap1b (Fig. 1f). herefore, our 
indings suggest that active Rap1 binds TORC2 through the TORC2-speciic subunit RIP3/SIN1, and that this 
interaction is conserved in mammals.

Although others and we have clear evidence that RasC promotes TORC2 activation in response to chemoat-
tractant stimulation in Dictyostelium (present study)5,6, we ind that, unlike Rap1, RasC does not bind RIP3 
(Fig. 1d). However, a constitutively active RasC mutant was reported to co-purify with RIP36, suggesting a pos-
sible indirect interaction. Interestingly, in a screen for potential RasC-interacting proteins, performed using a 
protocol similar to that described to identify Rap1-interacting proteins in Fig. 1c, we found that TOR kinase itself 
speciically co-puriies with RasCGppNHp (Fig. 1g). We veriied that RasC binds directly to TOR using recombi-
nant, puriied proteins in vitro. We observed that active RasC, using either GppNHp-loaded or a constitutively 
active RasC mutant, binds the catalytic domain of TOR [FKBP-Rapamycin Binding (FRB)/kinase domain] with 
an average of 9 ±  3.3% eiciency in vitro, whereas no binding was observed with inactive, GDP-loaded RasC or a 
constitutively active Rap1 mutant (Fig. 1h and Supplementary Fig. S3). hus, together with previous observations, 
these results suggest that RasC activates TORC2 by directly regulating TOR kinase.

Rap  regulates the RasC-mediated activation of TORC . To assess whether Rap1, in addition to 
RasC, can induce TORC2 activation, we irst examined the ability of puriied, recombinant Rap1, loaded with 
GppNHp, to induce TORC2 activation in cell lysates. We monitored TORC2 activation by evaluating its phos-
phorylation of Akt/Protein Kinase B (PKB) and related kinase PKBR1 hydrophobic motif (TP435 and TP470, 
respectively)5,7,23. Consistent with previous indings5,6, RasCGppNHp stimulation of wild-type cell lysates induces 
the TORC2-mediated phosphorylation of both PKB (~50 kDa band) and PKBR1 (~70 kDa band) (Fig. 2). 
Interestingly, we found that Rap1GppNHp also stimulates PKBR1 T470 phosphorylation in cell lysates, suggesting 
activation of TORC2. We do not know why Rap1GppNHp stimulation of cell lysates induces PKBR1 phosphoryla-
tion and not that of PKB, but this may suggest an involvement of Rap1 in TORC2 substrate selection and will be 
the subject of future investigations. Rap1GppNHp and RasCGppNHp do not induce PKBR1 phosphorylation in piaA 
null cell lysates (see Supplementary Fig. S4), conirming that the observed responses are mediated by TORC2. 
Further, RasGGppNHp, RasCGDP, and Rap1GDP fail to promote TORC2 activation in wild-type cell lysates, indicating 
that only active RasC and Rap1, and not RasG, can promote TORC2 activation.

As cells lacking Rap1 are not viable, to test whether Rap1 controls TORC2 activity in vivo, we compared the 
chemoattractant-induced TORC2 activation in wild-type cells to that in cells displaying elevated Rap1 activity 
either by overexpressing wild-type Rap1 (Rap1OE), expressing a constitutively active Rap1 mutant (Rap1CA, G12V 
mutation), or in cells lacking one of the Rap1-speciic GAP, RapGAP1 (rapgap1 null), in which Rap1 activity 
is considerably elevated14,24 (see Supplementary Fig. S6a). In this assay, PKB T435 phosphorylation is some-
times diicult to detect, but PKBR1 T470 phosphorylation is easily traced. As shown in Fig. 3a, we reproducibly 
observed elevated and extended chemoattractant-induced PKBR1 phosphorylation in all three conditions tested 
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Figure 1. TORC2 binds RasC and Rap1 through diferent complex components. (a) Developed piaA null 
cells expressing HF-Pia were stimulated with the chemoattractant (10 µ M cAMP) for 10 sec, followed by 
sequential His-Flag puriication. Proteins pulled-down with HF-Pia were resolved by SDS-PAGE and stained 
with silver. Wild-type cells were used as control. (b) Mass spectrometry data identifying Rap1 co-purifying 
with HF-Pia. he full list of proteins identiied in the HF-Pia pull-down is available in Supplementary Table 
S1. (c) Mass spectrometry data identifying RIP3 in the pull-down performed with GST-Rap1GppNHp. (d) 
Interaction between GST-RIP3RBD and His-tagged Rap1, RasG, RasB, RasC, RasD, and RasS was assessed 
using recombinant, puriied proteins in vitro, comparing the binding of constitutively active (CA) and 
GDP-bound (inactive) Rap1/Ras proteins. His-Rap1/Ras proteins were detected by immunoblotting. 
Immunoblots were cropped, but no other bands were present. Amount of Ras/Rap1 proteins used is shown 
in Supplementary Fig. S1a. (e) Dissociation of mGppNHp from Rap1 and RasG was measured in the 
presence and absence of 1 µ M RIP3RBD or RIP3(K680E, R681E)RBD. (f) Interaction between GST-SIN1RBD and 
His-tagged GppNHp-bound or nucleotide free (EDTA) human Rap1b was assessed using recombinant, 
puriied proteins in vitro. His-peptide was used as control. Loadings are equivalent between the input and 
His-Pull-down conditions. Band at ~24 kDa in GST-SIN1RBD input corresponds to free GST. Pull-down 
proteins were revealed by Commassie Blue (CB) staining. (g) Mass spectrometry data identifying TOR in the 
pull-down performed with GST-RasCGppNHp. (h) he interaction between GFP-fused TOR catalytic domain 
(FRB/KinTOR) and GST-fused GppNHp- or GDP-bound RasC was assessed using recombinant, puriied 
proteins in vitro. GFP-FRB/KinTOR and GST-RasC were revealed by immunoblotting. Input represent 33% 
of protein used in assay. Uncropped gel and immmunoblots are shown in Supplementary Fig. S2. Data are 
representative of at least two independent experiments.
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where Rap1 activity is elevated compared to that in wild-type cells. Although the extent of the efect of Rap1CA on 
PKBR1 phosphorylation varied between experiments, likely due to varying levels of Rap1CA expression related 
to plasmid copy number per cell as was previously described25–27, quantiication of the data nonetheless revealed 
signiicant (at 40 and 60 sec) or near-signiicant efects (5 sec, p =  0.053; 10 sec, p =  0.084; 20 sec, p =  0.077). For 
Rap1OE and rapgap1 null cells, the efects are strongly signiicant (for 10 and 20 sec time points, p is between 
0.0003 and 0.004). Consistent with an increase in TORC2-mediated PKBR1 phosphorylation, PKBR1 kinase 
activity is also prolonged in Rap1CA, Rap1OE, and rapgap1 null cells, although the efect is not as pronounced as 
that on PKBR1 T470 phosphorylation (Fig. 3b). his diference is likely due to the fact that the PKB kinase activity 
is not only regulated by TORC2 but also by other chemotactic efectors and regulatory mechanisms (e.g. GSK3, 
Protein Phosphatase 2A28,29).

he increase in PKBR1 phosphorylation observed in rapgap1 null, and in Rap1CA and Rap1OE cells is not 
observed in rapgap1/ripA double null cells or ripA null cells expressing Rap1CA or Rap1OE, nor is there any 
TORC2-mediated PKBR1 phosphorylation observed in ripA null cells expressing the RIP3(K680E,R681E) mutant 
(Fig. 3c). hese observations indicate that Rap1 interaction with RIP3 is necessary for the observed efect of 
elevated Rap1 activity on TORC2-mediated PKBR1 phosphorylation and, thus, that Rap1 plays an impor-
tant role in controlling TORC2 activation. Of note, we sometimes detect constitutive PKB phosphorylation in 
ripA null cells (Fig. 3c and Supplementary Fig. S6b), as was previously observed7, but the meaning of which is 
unknown. Interestingly, however, neither Rap1OE nor Rap1CA induce PKBR1 phosphorylation in cells lacking 
RasC, suggesting that RasC is essential for TORC2 activation and the Rap1-mediated efect on TORC2 (Fig. 3d). 
Consequently, we propose that Rap1 positively regulates the RasC-mediated activation of TORC2 in response to 
chemoattractants.

Discussion
Our indings reveal new, and likely conserved, mechanisms by which Dictyostelium TORC2 is regulated, where 
both RasC and Rap1 control TORC2 activity through binding of distinct TORC2 components, TOR and RIP3/
SIN1, respectively (Fig. 4). In addition, our indings suggest that RasC plays a major role in TORC2 activation and 
that Rap1 regulates the RasC-mediated activation of TORC2. Whereas we can’t exclude the possibility that Rap1 
binds RIP3/SIN1 independently of TORC2, the observation that Rap1 co-puriies with the TORC2 component 
Pia/Rictor strongly suggests Rap1 binds the TORC2-associated RIP3/SIN1 and, thereby, directly interacts with 
TORC2. he inding that RasC binds to the catalytic domain of TOR is particularly interesting as it indicates 
that RasC may activate TORC2 using a mechanism that is similar to the reported Rheb-mediated activation of 
mTORC119, and that RasC may regulate TORC1 as well. Moreover, as human H-Ras was reported to co-purify 
with mTORC221, we believe that Ras binding to TOR is likely conserved in mammals. Unfortunately, we were 
unable to test direct binding of human H-Ras to mTOR in vitro due to the diiculty to obtain stable, recombinant 
mTOR constructs.

Other proteins that we found associated with Dictyostelium TORC2 that are known to or could play a role in 
regulating TORC2 function in chemotaxis include Rac1A and Rab small GTPases, as well as the actin nucleator 
Formin A. TORC2 interaction with Formin A could represent a potential link between TORC2 and F-actin. In 
mammals, Rac1 binds TOR and mediates TORC1 and TORC2 localization to speciic membranes30, and in is-
sion yeast, a Rab-family GTPase was shown to bind and regulate TORC2 signaling31. herefore, our inding that 
Rac1A and two Rab GTPases, Rab11A and RabC, bind TORC2 suggests that the role of these small GTPases in 
regulating TORC2 may be conserved in Dictyostelium. Finally, although the identiication of ribosomal proteins 
in our HF-Pia pull-down is expected, as HF-Pia was exogenously over-expressed, it is possible that the binding of 

Figure 2. Active RasC and Rap1 both induce TORC2 activation in cell lysates. Cell lysates were stimulated 
with recombinant, puriied, GppNHp- or GDP-bound RasC, Rap1, and RasG for the indicated time. 
Phosphorylation of PKB (TP435; ~50 kDa) and PKBR1 (TP470; ~70 kDa) was detected by immunoblotting as 
a measure of TORC2 activation. Data are representative of at least two independent experiments. Uncropped 
immunoblots are shown in Supplementary Fig. S5.
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Figure 3. Rap1 positively regulates the RasC-mediated activation of TORC2. (a,c,d) TORC2 
phosphorylation of PKB (TP435) and PKBR1 (TP470) was assessed in wild-type cells (WT), in cells lacking 
RapGAP1 (rapgap1−), RIP3 (ripA−), both RIP3 and RapGAP1 (rapgap1−ripA−), or RasC (rasC−), and in 
wild-type, ripA−, and rasC− cells expressing tagged Rap1CA or Rap1OE, and in ripA− cells expressing either 
wild-type T7-RIP3 or T7-RIP3(K680E,681E). Cells were stimulated with 10 µ M cAMP for the indicated time. PKB/
PKBR1 phosphorylation and expression of exogenous Rap1, Rap1CA, RIP3, and RIP3(K680E,681E) were revealed 
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ribosomal proteins to HF-Pia represents a functional interaction. Indeed, some TORC2 functions were shown to 
require its association with ribosomes in both yeasts and mammals32,33.

We propose that the dual RasC- and Rap1-mediated regulation of TORC2 in Dictyostelium allows for integra-
tion of RasC and Rap1 signaling pathways during chemotaxis and, thereby, coordination of cytoskeletal remod-
eling, substrate adhesion, and relay of the chemoattractant signal to neighboring cells (Fig. 4). he organized 
migration of groups of cells is crucial to Dictyostelium and human embryonic development as well as to wound 
healing, and is also involved in cancer metastasis34–39. For cells to achieve collective migration as a cohesive group, 
they must synchronize their movement, which is achieved through cell-cell communication such as signal relay 
during chemotaxis. Our indings place TORC2 in an ideal position to promote the coordinated regulation of 
these processes and control group cell migration. Since the interactions between TORC2 and Ras/Rap1 appear 
conserved, we suggest TORC2 integrates these signals to coordinate cellular migrations in many systems.

Methods
Reagents and antibodies. cAMP sodium salt monohydrate was from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, 
USA) and H2B was from Roche-Genentech (San Francisco, CA, USA). Anti-myc (Myc A7) was from Abcam 
(Cambridge, MA, USA), anti-Pan Ras (Ab-3; RAS10) was from Calbiochem/EMD Millipore (Billerica, MA, 
USA), anti-GFP was from Covance (Princeton, NJ, USA), horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary anti-
bodies were purchased from Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories (West Grove, PA, USA), and DyLightTM 
secondary antibodies were purchased from hermo Fisher Scientiic (Waltham, MA, USA). Anti-GFP, anti-GST, 
protein-A sepharose, and GSH ainity resin were from GE Healthcare (Pittsburgh, PA, USA). DdPKBR1 anti-
body was described previously40.

DNA constructs. His-Flag-Pianissimo (HF-Pia) was generated by adding 6XHis and Flag tags, in tandem, 
by PCR to the N-terminus of Pia’s coding sequence, which was cloned in the pDM304 vector containing a neo-
mycin resistance cassette. Myc-tagged constitutively active Rap1 (Myc-Rap1CA; G12V mutation) obtained from 
Rick Firtel14 was transferred to the pDM358 vector containing a hygromycin resistance cassette. FRB/KinTOR (aa 
1820–2380) was ampliied by PCR and subsequently cloned in the pDM317 vector containing N-terminal GFP 
and neomycin resistance cassette. he RIP3RBD (aa 648–717) used in the in vitro binding assay (Fig. 1d), and 
RasC, were expressed as N-terminal GST-fusion from a pGEX-4T-1 vector. Constitutively active RasC (RasCCA, 
G62L mutation) was generated by the method of Quick change. 6XHis-tagged wild-type and constitutively active 
forms of the Rap1 and Ras proteins were described previously41. he RIP3RBD (aa 511–838) and SIN1RBD (aa 
266–374), used in the GDI experiment (Fig. 1e) and in vitro binding assay (Fig. 1f), respectively, were expressed 
as N-terminal GST-fusion from a pGEX-4T-3 plasmid. His-Rap1b was a kind git of Alfred Wittinghofer.

Cell culture and strains used. Dictyostelium cells were grown in axenic HL5 medium (ForMedium, 
Hunstanton, Norfolk, UK) at 22 °C and transformants were generated by electroporation. Transformed cells were 
selected in 20 µ g/ml Geneticin or 50 µ g/ml Hygromycin B (both from Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY, USA) 
and expression conirmed by immunoblotting. Aggregation-competent cells were obtained by pulsing cells with 
30 nM cAMP every 6 min for 5.5h in 12 mM Na/K phosphate pH 6.1 at 5 ×  106 cells/ml. Wild-type cells are AX3 
and all transformants and null strains have an AX3 background. gbpD null cells were described elsewhere18, piaA 
null and rapgap1 null cells were provided by Peter Devreotes and Rick Firtel, respectively, and were previously 
described24,42. he rapgap1/ripA double null strain was generated by disrupting ripA in the rapgap1 null back-
ground, as described previously43.

Pull-downs and mass spectrometry. Sequential His-Flag puriication and identiication of the isolated 
proteins by mass spectrometry was performed as previously described5. he pull-down screens for RasC and 
Rap1 efectors were performed as previously described16,44.

In vitro binding studies. GST-fused RIP3RBD, -SIN1RBD, -Rap1, and -RasC were puriied by GSH ainity 
and size exclusion chromatography as previously described18,45. Puriication of His-tagged Rap1 and Ras pro-
teins, and the in vitro interaction assay with RIP3RBD was performed as described previously41. Puriied proteins’ 
quality was veriied on gel and quantiied (see Supplemental Fig. S1), and equal amounts were used for each 
interaction assessed. His-Rap1/Ras proteins were detected by immunoblotting with anti-His monoclonal anti-
body (sc-8036; Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, TX, USA). Interaction between His-tagged GppNHp-bound or 
nucleotide free (EDTA) human Rap1b and GST-SIN1RBD was tested using 25 µ g of the puriied proteins incubated 
in binding bufer (50 mM Tris-Cl, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM β -mercaptoethanol, pH 7.5), and proteins 
were pulled-down with Ni-NTA ainity resin (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA) for 2 hours at 4 °C. he beads were 
washed three times with ice-cold binding bufer containing 500 mM NaCl, and eluted with 300 mM imidazole in 
binding bufer. he proteins were resolved on SDS-PAGE and revealed by Coomassie Blue staining. GFP-FRB/
KinTOR was isolated from Dictyostelium cell lysates using anti-GFP antibody coupled to protein A Sepharose 

by immunoblotting. Equal loading was controlled with Coomassie Blue staining (CB). (b) cAMP-induced 
kinase activity of immunoprecipitated PKBR1 was assessed in the indicated strains using H2B as substrate. H2B 
phosphorylation was detected by autoradiography and PKBR1 revealed by immunoblotting. Graphs represent 
mean ±  SEM of densitometry quantiication data of immunoblots or autoradiographs, from at least three 
independent experiments, expressed as % of the maximal signal detected in wild-type control cells. *p <  0.05, 
**p <  0.01, ***p <  0.005. Uncropped immunoblots and autoradiographs are shown in Supplementary Fig. S7.
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beads. Interaction between GFP-FRB/KinTOR and GST-fused GppNHp- or GDP-loaded RasC was tested using 
25 µ g of the puriied proteins incubated in binding bufer (50 mM Tris-Cl, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM 
β -mercaptoethanol, pH 7.5), and proteins were pulled-down with GSH ainity resin. he beads were washed 
three times with ice-cold binding bufer containing 500 mM NaCl, and eluted with 20 mM glutathione in binding 
bufer. he proteins were resolved on SDS-PAGE and revealed by GFP and GST immunoblotting.

Biochemical assays. he guanine nucleotide dissociation inhibition (GDI) assay, Rap1 activity assay, and 
PKBR1 kinase assay were performed as previously described14,18,40. To test the ability of Rap1, RasC or RasG 
to activate TORC2 in cell lysates, the GTPases were loaded with GDP or GppNHp as previously described18. 
Aggregation competent wild-type cells were harvested by centrifugation and re-suspended in bufer contain-
ing 50 mM Tris-Cl (pH =  7.5), 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 5 mM DTT, 5% Glycerol. Cells were lysed on 5 µ m 
Nuclepore ilter and the lysate was cleared by 16,000 ×  g centrifugation for 5 min at 4 °C. Total cell lysate protein 
content and puriied Ras/Rap1 were quantiied with Bradford reagent and 400 µ g of cell lysate was stimulated with 
1 µ M of nucleotide bound GTPases and samples collected at the indicated times. 50 µ g of proteins were loaded on 
gel for each sample. TORC2 activity was assessed by evaluating the TORC2-mediated phosphorylation of PKB 
and PKBR1 as described previously5, with the exception that an anti-phospho-p70S6K antibody (Cell Signaling 
Technology, Danvers, MA, USA) was used to detect phosphorylation of PKB/PKBR1’s hydrophobic motif (TP435 
and TP470, respectively). Signiicance of the data was analyzed using unpaired T-Test.
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Chemotaxis in Dictyostelium is tightly regulated by a network of interconnected 

pathways. The TORC2 pathway plays an important role in amplification of weak signals 

[1-4], which enables Dictyostelium to chemotax in shallow cAMP gradients (chapter 2 & 

[1, 5-8]). The Dictyostelium TORC2 complex consists of Lst8 (mLst8 in mammals), Rip3 

(mSin1), Pia (RICTOR) and Tor (mTor) [9-11]. In Dictyostelium, all the four protein 

components of TORC2 are required to mediate activation of adenylyl cyclase [12], but 

how these protein components regulate activation of TORC2 remains largely unknown.  

Deletion of either of Pia, Lst8 or Rip3 (Tor knockout is lethal) yield cells that are unable 

to fully activate PKBA and PKBR1, are defective in cAMP relay, and exhibit reduced 

chemotaxis. Interestingly, careful analysis reveals that each null mutant has a different 

phenotype. Pia- cells are unpolarized and move slowly [7], rip3- cells polarize and move 

well in cAMP gradients [11], whereas lst8 null cells are unpolarized, move slowly in 

cAMP gradients and have abolished aggregation which is not rescued by cAMP pulses 

[12] . In addition, pia- cells do not make mature spores, whereas no defects in spore 

formation have been reported for rip3- and lst8- cells. This may indicate that next to a 

function of Pia in the TORC2 complex, Pia may also have a signaling function 

independent of TORC2. In addition to this, a recent study by He et al., has revealed that 

Rictor (mammalian homolog for Pia in Dictyostelium) regulates neutrophil chemotaxis 

through mechanisms independent of mTORC2 and mTOR kinase activity. Further, they 

report that Rictor is an essential regulator of the actin cytoskeleton in neutrophils during 

chemotaxis as cells lacking Rictor have impaired chemoattractant-induced actin 

polymerization [13]. Our results from this study are consistent and extend with previous 
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published research which confirms the important role played by TORC2 in regulating 

chemotaxis. 

The mechanism by which the TORC2 complex is activated is not well understood. 

Previous studies have shown that RasC is a major regulator of TORC2 signalling [14] and 

cells lacking RasC show severely defects in aggregation and chemotaxis [15]. 

Surprisingly, RasC does not bind to the putative Ras binding component RIP3 [11], 

therefore it remained long elusive whether RasC directly binds to and activates the 

TORC2 complex or not. In this thesis, we have shown that RasC binds to and activates 

the TORC2 complex via its TOR component (chapter 3). We have also confirmed that 

RIP3 is not binding RasC, but the small G protein Rap1 (chapter 3). In addition, initial 

experiments suggest that TORC2 complex is not only regulated by monomeric G 

proteins, but also by heterotrimeric G proteins (appendix to chapter 3). We have shown 

that heterotrimeric G proteins are binding to distinct but specific components of TORC2. 

Our data also suggest that some regulators (Gα , RasC a d Rap ) activate the TORC2 

complex whereas others (Gα  a d Gβγ) do not activate TORC2 in terms of PKBR1 

phosphorylation (chapter 3 & its appendix). These non-activating interactors may have 

different functions in the regulation of TORC2 activity: i) these regulators may regulate 

localization of the TORC2 complex at the leading edge and/or facilitate increased 

binding of other activators to the TORC2 complex. ii) these regulators may be activating 

downstream processes other than PKBR1 phosphorylation. This is supported by the 

observation that all the single mutants of TORC2 have different phenotypes [10-12]. iii) 
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these regulators could also function as the inhibitors of TORC2 activity, thereby, 

facilitating cellular adaptation of the signal.  

The heterotrimeric G proteins and RasC bind to distinct TORC2 components which are 

known to be involved in regulation of ACA activity [15-18]. Thus, we can conclude that 

the development process in Dictyostelium is regulated via TORC2-mediated regulation 

of ACA. From literature, we know that Rap1 is an important regulator of Dictyostelium 

cell viability, substrate adhesion, chemotaxis and morphogenesis [19]. Therefore, based 

on our results that Rap1 binds to Rip3 of TORC2 (chapter 3), we propose that at least 

part of the function of Rap1 during chemotaxis is mediated by the Rap1-Rip3 

interaction. Despite its key role, the regulation of Rap1 activity itself is not well 

understood. Until now, GbpD was the only known RapGEF which had been implicated in 

mediating Rap1 activation during substrate attachment and in establishing cell polarity 

[19]. We have shown that (chapter 4) GbpD is regulated by phosphoinositides and that a 

positive feedback loop of GbpD/Rap/PI3K/PIP3/GbpD is responsible for the very strong 

phenotype of GbpD
O.E

 cells in cell polarity, chemotaxis and cell adhesion. In addition we 

have identified andcharacterized two novel Rap1 specific GEFs namely, GefQ and GefL, 

which activate Rap1 during the vegetative and starvation phase, respectively (chapter 

4). Our data show that during the vegetative state GefQ is the major activator of Rap1 

during cell growth and downstream of the folate receptor, while both GbpD and GefQ 

are important for Rap1 mediated adhesion. In contrast, GefL does not appear to have a 

major function during processes in vegetative cells, but Rap1 signalling downstream of 

the cAMP receptor and during multicellular development is mediated through GefL. 
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Together the three GEF proteins thus provide a layered mechanism that allows 

regulation of Rap1 activity for multiple cellular functions during the Dictyostelium life 

cycle. 

Previous studies and the data in this thesis show that TORC2 is not only involved in 

chemotaxis and adenylyl cyclase activation, but also regulates many other cellular 

processes such as cell polarity, cell-cell and cell-substrate adhesion, spore formation 

[12]. Furthermore, deletion of one subunit of the TORC2 complex leads to a different 

phenotype, depending on which subunit has been deleted ([12], chapter 2b). Can we 

envision how TORC2 can mediate these very different functions? Our data show that the 

heterotrimeric G proteins G2 and G, and the monomeric G proteins Rap1 and RasC 

act as upstream regulators, each binding to a different components of TORC2. There 

may exist more than ten different combinations how TORC2 bind one or multiple 

components of these four upstream regulators (Figure 1). It is likely that, depending on 

the combination of four upstream regulators, the localization, activity and function of 

the TORC2 complex can be different. A complex example of this specificity is spore 

formation. Cells lacking functional TORC2 by deletion of pia- (chapter 2b) do not make 

viable spores. The key observation that GefL regulates spore viability via active Rap1 

(chapter 2b) suggests that the GefL-Rap1-Rip3-Pia interaction is crucial for spore viability 

in Dictyostelium. Interestingly, spore formation is not inhibited if other component of 

the TORC2 pathway, such as RasC or Lst8, are inhibited. Thus, we tentatively conclude 

that these activators of the TORC2 complex have distinct roles in TORC2 activation 

during the different cAMP stimulated response. Since activation of the down-stream 
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PKBR1 requires a complete TORC2 complex, the notion of responses mediated by 

subsets of TORC2 components would imply that other downstream regulators may 

exist. Pia itself could be such an output. Our results from this study are consistent and 

extend with previous published research which confirms the important role played by 

TORC2 in regulating chemotaxis. 

Since the TORC2 complex is evolutionary conserved from yeast to mammals [20-27], the 

results of our research on Dictyostelium can be placed in the context of studies from 

mammalian and yeast model systems. He et al. have revealed that Rictor (mammalian 

homolog of Dictyostelium Pia) regulates neutrophil chemotaxis through mechanisms 

independent of mTORC2 and mTOR kinase activity [13]. A recent study revealed that 

also endogenous mammalian Gβγ directly interacts with endogenous mTOR and thereby 

promotes mTORC2-dependent phosphorylation of PKBA. These results are consistent 

with a a alia  odel i  which the Gβγ/PI K/AKT/ TOR/P-Rex1 signaling cassette is 

integrated by multiple interactions and include a novel connection that would 

contribute to sustain this dynamic complex [28]. This model might represent an 

equivalent system observed in Dictyostelium discoideum, where the effect of Gβγ o  

TORC2 signaling partially occurs independently of PI3K [1]. In addition, studies by 

Wullschleger et al [29] have reported that in yeast, the AVO1 (ortholog of Dictyostelium 

Rip3) and AVO3 (ortholog of Dictyostelium Pia) may bind cooperatively to the N-

terminal of TOR2 (ortholog of Dictyostelium Tor) to form a core complex. This suggests 

AVO1 and AVO3, thus, perform a scaffold-like function. Furthermore, it has been 

reported that the rapamycin resistance of TORC2 could be due to AVO1 masking the 
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FKBP-rapamycin binding site in TOR2. Our data suggest that LST8 bound to the kinase 

domain region of TOR2 is required for intrinsic TOR2 kinase activity and for stability of 

TORC2. This is consistent with the function of mLST8 (mammalian ortholog of Lst8) in 

mammalian cells [9, 30]. Our results from this study are consistent and extend with 

previous published research which confirms the important role played by TORC2 in 

regulating chemotaxis. 

Altogether, based on our studies we would like to postulate a new model of regulation 

of Dictyostelium chemotaxis pathway (Figure 2). The model shows that TORC2 is 

regulated by both monomeric and heterotrimeric G-proteins. This explains the role of 

TORC2 complex as an integrator of information during chemotaxis signalling. Figure 2 

also shows that these regulators of TORC2, such as RasG and G, are involved in 

several other interconnected pathways and feedback loops which regulate distinct 

chemotactic processes, including PIP3 production, Rac/Scar activation and myosin 

filament formation. We conclude that TORC2, together with other pathways, plays a 

major role in chemotaxis as integrator of information.  

There are quite some challenges in our proposed model regarding the upstream 

regulators and downstream effectors of TORC2. First, several of these upstream 

interactors have shared functions with other proteins in chemotaxis pathway. In 

addition, are these upstream interactors AND activators (both must bind to activate 

TORC2), or are the OR activators (each can activate), or is one interactor for localization 

while the other activates. Resolving this issue of integration of heterotrimeric and 
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monomeric G protein signalling requires careful experiments studying both activation 

and localization of the TORC2 complex in response to all permutations and 

combinations of these known regulators of TORC2. 

 

Figure1. Model showing the role of TORC2 complex in D. discoideum. TORC2 complex is regulated by 

heterotrimeric G proteins, Ras and Rap proteins, each of which binds to specific components of TORC2. 

Since all these interactors are known to play diverse roles in chemotaxis, cell polarity and signal relay, 

this places TORC2 in a position to integrate multiple signals in regulating diverse processes in 

Dictyostelium.   
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Figure2. Model showing regulation of chemotaxis pathway in D. discoideum. TORC2 is regulated by 

heterotrimeric G proteins, Ras and Rap proteins. PI3K and TORC2 are two amplification pathways involved 

in regulating actin cytoskeleton during chemotaxis. We have shown in our study that PIP3 upregulates 

PKBR1 in absence of functional TORC2 (chapter 3). Further, we have shown that GbpD, a known Rap1GEF, 

is regulated by PIP3. We have also shown that heterotrimeric G proteins and Ras (chapter 3) bind to 

distinct TORC2 components and their binding is predicted to be involved in regulation of ACA activity via 

TORC2. Further, our studies show that Rap1 (chapter 3) binds to Rip3 of TORC2 and plays a role in 

regulating spore viability via GEFL (chapter 3) and Pia (chapter 2b). Altogether, based on our studies, we 

postulate this model of chemotaxis where TORC2 complex integrates multiple inputs to feedback loops 

and cross linking pathways, thereby, enabling Dictyostelium to efficiently chemotax in shallow cAMP 

gradients.  
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Samenvatting in toegankelijk Nederlands 

 

Dictyostelium is een amoeba dat in de grond leeft waar het zich voedt met bacteriën. 

Voedselgebrek induceert een zorgvuldig gereguleerd ontwikkelingsproces. Een groepje 

cellen begint cAMP uit te scheiden dat als chemoattractant fungeert: cellen in de 

omgeving detecteren cAMP en lopen naar de hoogste concentratie, waardoor een 

aggregaat van cellen ontstaat. Cellen die cAMP detecteren gaan zelf ook cAMP 

uitscheiden; als in een estafette wordt het cAMP signaal doorgegeven in een groot veld 

van cellen.  

In ons laboratorium gebruiken we Dictyostelium om het moleculaire mechanisme van 

chemotaxis op te helderen.  De binding van cAMP aan receptoreiwitten op het 

oppervlak van de cel leidt tot de intracellulaire activatie van heterotrimere G-eiwitten 

(Gα’s e  Gβγ) die op hun beurt monomere G-eiwitten (Ras) activeren. Activatie van G-

eiwitten leidt tot de vorming van F-actine aan de voorkant van de cel waardoor de 

cellen een schijnvoetje uitsteken in de richting van de hoogste cAMP concentratie. 

Naast een vermoedelijk direct effect op F-actine, activeren G-eiwitten ook vier 

signaalpaden die indirect F-actine beïnvloeden: sGC (soluble Guanylyl Cyclase), PLA2 

(Phospholipase A2), PI3K (Phosphoinositide 3-kinase) en TORC2 (Target Of Rapamycin 

Complex 2). We hebben aangetoond met mutanten dat chemotaxis nog steeds kan 

plaatsvinden in afwezigheid van alle vier paden, maar dat dit alleen optreedt in zeer 

steile gradiënten van cAMP. De vier paden hebben een cruciale rol als versterker en 

geheugen bij chemotaxis in zwakke gradiënten, zoals deze in de natuur voorkomen. Het 

beschreven onderzoek concentreert zich rondom de regulatie en functie van TORC2 bij 

Dictyostelium chemotaxis en ontwikkeling. 

TORC2 is een eiwitcomplex dat uit vier afzonderlijke eiwitten bestaat: Lst8, Rip3, Pia en 

Tor. Eerdere genetische studies hebben aangetoond dat TORC2 betrokken is bij 

chemotaxis, activatie van adenylyl cyclase (dat cAMP produceert en de estafette 

induceert) en de ontwikkeling van Dictyostelium. Alle vier componenten van TORC2 zijn 

essentieel voor de activatie van adenylyl cyclase, maar het mechanisme hoe de vier 

componenten van TORC2 de activiteit van het complex reguleren is grotendeels 

onbekend. Het tor gen codeert voor een eiwitkinase dat down-stream eiwitten 

fosforyleert.  Het  Pia genproduct is een cytosolische regulator van adenylyl cyclase. 

Samen suggereert dit dat het TORC2 complex twee outputs kan hebben: Tor kinase en 

Pia. Verder is aangetoond dat het TORC2 complex gereguleerd wordt door verschillende 

input signalen waaronder het heterotrimere G-eiwit G2 en de monomere G-eiwitten 

RasC en Rap1.  RasC is de belangrijkste activator van het TORC2 complex. In dit 

proefschrift wordt aangetoond dat RasC het TORC2 complex activeert doordat het RasC 

direct bindt aan de Tor component van het complex. Verder hebben we aangetoond dat 

RasC niet bindt aan RIP3 (zoals je misschien zou verwachten uit de naa  Ras-

I tera ti g Protei ); RIP3 i dt ee  a der o omeric G-eiwit, Rap1.  TORC2 wordt ook 

geactiveerd door het  heterotrimere G-eiwit G2 Omdat G2 zowel RasC als Rap1 
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activeren, is altijd verondersteld dat activatie van TORC2 door G2  verloopt via RasC 

en Rap1. Echter, onze experimenten geven sterke aanwijzingen dat G2 ook TORC2 

direct kan activeren, omdat we hebben aangetoond dat G2  direct bindt aan Lst8 en 

G  aan Pia. Dus, ieder van de vier componenten van TORC2 bindt direct aan een 

andere upstream regulator: RasC aan Tor, Rap1 aan RIP3, G2  aan Lst8 en G  aan Pia. 

We hebben aangetoond dat drie regulatoren (Gα2, RasC en Rap1) TORC2 direct 

activeren terwijl de vierde (Gβγ)  de activiteit van TORC2 niet direct lijkt te beïnvloeden. 

We hebben nog niet onderzocht wat de effecten op TORC2 activiteit zullen zijn als 

verschillende combinaties van deze regulatoren worden getest in vivo. Vormt de 

combinatie van twee regulatoren een AND-gate (beide moeten aanwezig zijn) of OR-

gate (een van de twee is voldoende)? Is één regulator verantwoordelijk voor de 

lokalisatie van het TORC2 complex op een specifieke plaats in de cel terwijl de andere 

regulator de activiteit op die plaats beïnvloedt?  

Gebaseerd op onze studies hebben we een nieuw model voor de rol van TORC2 bij 

chemotaxis gepostuleerd: TORC2 wordt gereguleerd door heterotrimere en monomere 

G-eiwitten, die alle aan verschillende componenten van het TORC2 complex binden. 

Deze regulatoren zijn zelf ook betrokken bij een netwerk van andere interacties en 

feedback loops die chemotaxis beïnvloeden. We postuleren dat TORC2 functioneert als 

een integrator en processor van deze signaalnetwerken bij chemotaxis.   Om nog beter 

begrip te krijgen van de rol van heterotrimere en monomere G-eiwitten dient 

toekomstig onderzoek zich te richten op activiteitmetingen in vivo onder regimes 

waarbij alle mogelijke permutaties van de vier regulatoren worden onderzocht. 

Zoogdiercellen bezitten een homoloog TORC2 complex, mTOR, dat ontregeld is bij een 

aantal humane ziektes zoals diabetes, obesitas, depressie en bepaalde vormen van 

kanker.  Ons onderzoek aan de fundamentele mechanisme van TORC2 regulatie kan 

aanwijzingen geven hoe mTOR ontregeld kan zijn bij bovengenoemde ziektes.  
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